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Library deals with
vandalism, noise

'I

by Cindi Miiam
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Administrators in the UCF library said .this
week that vandalism and rule-breaking are
causing problems for students.
Library Director Anne Allison said that
many students have complained of the noise
in the library. She said that the problem
leaves many students "really outraged and
offended." Other students complain that
they are being told to be quiet .when they
need to study with classmates.
To partially -relieve the problem about 30
rooms are being made to available to small
study groups for disscussion in-the library.
Allison said, ''We have tried to prepare these
rooms for the ones who hsve to talk."
Allison said that the conference rooms are
set aside for groups of four to eight students.
One problem with offering the rooms is that
Tim Barto/Future
The library staff has been experiencing problems with noisy many students use the rooms for a place to
eat lunch. The library has rules against
studiers, and copy machine vandals.

eating, drinking and smoking. Allison said,
"Some people have been taking advantage of
this."
According to Allison, many students are
meeting in the library with their friends
because they have no uther place to socialize.
Tricia Whitehead, a junior at UCF, agrees
that many students are abusing the library.
Whitehead said, "The library should be used
for studying. Students should respect those
around them."
One solution suggeated by Whitehead is to
give students a place to meet with their ·
friends. "There's nowhere to go in groups (on
campus),"' she said. If the cafeteria could be
opened up during the day, Whitehead said,
students would not meet in the library to talk
with friends. This would alleviate some of the
noise problem in the library.
Although student assistants in the library
regula,rly ask students to be quiet, it is not·
solving the problem. Lynn LaBrake,

SEE VANDALS PAGE 8

Senate receives prelude to banner ·y~ear
by Mike Rhodes
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

.

;

-

for student affairs Dr. LeVester Tubbs.
Colbourn welcomed the new senators in by giving
them a brief explanation of the administrative
hierarchy and introducing some of the staff in that
hierarchy. He also expressed some of his own goals
for the university and impressed upon the body
their importance and responsibilities.
Among other things, the senate is responsible for
the approval of Student Government's budget and
allocation of Activity and Service fee funding. Student government's budget for this year was more
than $1 million.

The first session of the Seventeenth Student
Senate convened Tuesday, to begin what most stu·
dent government and administrative officials
believe could be one of the most productive years in
tµe body's history.
.
After Senate President Tim Albrecht called the
meeting to order, the Judicial Council's Chief
Justice, Nick Athanason, s~ore the senators into
office. A thanason then addressed the group and implored them to set tangible goals for themselves to . Colbourn concluded his speech by telling the
help them keep perspective.
senate, 11 1 think that this university can be just as
Many of the same guests who attended and good, or just as poor, as you and your constituents
spoke at the final meeting of the sixteenth senate want it to be.''
·
welcomed the new senate, including university
Tubbs had much the same sentiment as he spoke.
president Dr. Trevor Colbourn and vice president

"You have a real opportunity here." Tubbs acts as
an advisor for student government, and has the
Student Body President John Sowinski was in
Tallahassee meeting with Governor Bob Graham
but did have a letter prepared. Executive Advisor
Carlos Payas read the letter to the senate. In it he
said ''there are many challenges to be met; there
are many goals to be attained and many accomplishments to be realized this year."
Following the addresses, members of Sowinski's
cabinet introduced themselves and explained their
roles and serVices.
Senators who were in the sixteen~h senate explained the duties and roles of the senate committees and nominations for committee positions open·
·
ed.

Students learn responsibility .of alchohol.use
by Eddie Gorack
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

after a long wait, UCF finally has
an alcohol information center on cam·
pus. The general idea to have a center
like this was proposed · by Mim
Gleves, the director of health services
and Christie Hartzler, th resident
coordinator for all dorms.
the $7500 used to start the new
center came from a grant funded by
Health and Rehabilitative Services.
This money first' went to the University of Florida, who in turn chartered
the campus alcohol information
center at UCF.

The center is. run by Dr. Robert Harmon, director of counseling and
testing and by Karen Wedner, the
coordinator of the program.
The major goal behind this program
is to inform students how responsibility and drinking can mix. ''We
hope tQ inform students on the
dangers of alcohol and how important
it is that they as individuals know
their limitations when it -comes to
alcohol consumption,'' said Harmon.
The campus alcohol information
center will get its point across
through the help of pamphlets that
will inform the students how to conduct a responsible party when serVing
alcoholic beverages and by sponsor-

ing events that will include guest'
celebrities who will talk about the
dangers of abusing alcohol.
Wedner is quick to point out that
the campus alcohol information
center does not condemn drinking.
''We are not here to start a. controversy on whether you should or should
not drink: We are here to make the
students aware that when they do
drink, they must also be responsible,"
she said.
·
This center will refer any individual
who has an alcoholic problem in their
life either to the counseling and
testing center where there are four
counslors to help or to an off·campus
source such as Alcoholics

Anonymous or Al-Anon.
Tuesday, Governor Bob Graham proclaimed Oct. 8-12 National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week. ''There is a
growing concern on campuses around
the country on tills subject. We need
to present alternatives," said Harmon. "The country is just starting to
wake up to this.''
"Drinking is a privilege that should
not be abused. At the campus alcohol
information center we are supplying
all the information the responsible
student needs to know,'' said Wedner.
For further information on the campus alcohol information center, con·
tact Harmon at X-2811.
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D Delta Gamma

On Sept. 30, a rabid raccoon
was discovered on Libra
Drive near Central Receiving.
It escaped. into the woods.
Should any other such
animals be spotted do not attempt to catch it, contact the
UCF police immediately.

H uc F

Delta Gamma has anchored
at UCF as a colony. They are
excited with all the new people they've met and the
events ahead. There are many .
good times to come. and they
hope you will share them. If
any ladies would like more information about Delta Gamma contact Cindy Rhodes at D Concrete Competitors
275-4268.
.The UCF American Society
DA Distinguished Lecturer of Civil Engineers defended
their title recently in the conLeonard
Silk,
the crete canoe competition in Ft.
economics columnist for the Lauderdale.
Tim Barto(Future
New York Times will give the According to Bob Pesch, In the know?
first lecture in the 1984-1985 president of the ASCE, "the
The Kiosk displays a variety of events going on at UCF, in addition to other information that
Distinuised Lecturer Series, competition gives us a chance
can
be useful to college students. All of the posted materials must be approved and offical
sponsered by the · College of to compete against others, usto show themselves here.
Business Adminstration, on ing a concrete formula which
Oct. 15.
allows the canoe to float.
The
presentation, Universitites attending the DSAT scores on the Rise
Administrators said about O Register Soon
"Challenge of the 1980's, will conference included, Universi600 of the 900 classes
After slipping slightly last scheduled during the strike
be given in the University ty of Florida, University of
-Don't be left out. RegistraDining Room from 3-4 p.m. A Miami, South Florida, and year, student's scores on' the were held as planned.
tion
makes
it
~ Scholastic Aptitude Test But now WMU's refusal to possible-voting , makes it
wine and cheese reception will Florida State.
follow, an9-;tll students are in- Several hundred man hours show modest · increases this pay faculty for the days they happen. Registration books
vited.
we~t into the making of the year, according to the College
struck may lead· the union to close at 5 p.m. on Oct. 6. If
135 .pound canoe. At one. Board, which runs the nation- reject the contract.
anyone did not vote during
point it appeared that the wide SAT program.
D Foreign Service
the past two years, they may
UCF team wpuld not race. But educators' happiness
have been purged from the
Dennis Hayes, president of Dur~ng a testing the day - about the improved test D Student sues campus
books, but are eligible to be
the american foreign service before the race, rough waters scores was quickly dampened
reinstated for three years,
San Fransisco City College either at the polls or by
association will be at UCF on damaged the canoe, but Chief by remarks by the U. s .
Designer
Eric
Gurr
was
able
Secretary
of
Education
Terrel
student
Kathleen Peterson writing to Betty Carter,
Oct. 9· to give students
general information about a to repair the canoes suffi- Bell, who credited President says the college should have . supervisor of elections, 1
Ronald Reagan's education warned students that others North Orange Avenue, Orlan,
career in the foreign service. ciently to race.
·
had been attacked in the same ·do 32801.
He will meet in the Student The paddling team of Gurr policies for the good news.
Affairs Conference Room in and Willie Braswell, defended In a news conference in area where she was assaulted This week i$ your last chance
to register or to take care of
the Administration building the group's title. The canoe Washington, D.C. the same in 1978.
time the College Board · was The California Supreme Court necessary changes.
from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. capsized at the finish line.
releasing the scores officially agreed, adding the college
Anyone interested is welcom. ed to attend.
in New York, Bell told may be negligent for failing to D Project Grandstand
reporters, "the· gain in, the cut back foliage in the area,
D Pollce Beat
SAT scores reflects the con- which provided cover for the
Project Grandstan<,l is
cern for excellence in schools criminal.
presenting a gala evening of
that is sweeping the nation,
A lower court will now decide music and entertainment at
A student returned to his
adding he was glad the recom- whether to award damages to JJ Whispers Oct. 14, .at 8 p.m.
Osceola Hall room after being ·
mendations made by a Peterson.
gone for one hour on Sept. 21
Guests will receive; prepaidpresidential commission on
to discover his $350
admission to J J Whispers,
excellence "are being followcalculator had been stolen.
two for one cocktails all evened.''
The room was left unlocked.
D KILLER STEROIDS
ing, dancing to the Starz
band, Magic of Attillio, fun
Two Tennessee students College -Board and other
A student reported the theft claimed taking steroids made education officials immediateand games in Alexander
of $120 black window shades them so aggressive they ly complained Bell's press
Graham's Bell and special
from his Camaro parked in lot bombed a car. The pair, accus- conference was a "breach of
multi-media show in Shouts.
eight on Sept. 29.
Donations are fi'v e dollars
ed of bombing the automobile etiquette" and "political,"
which includes complimenof a man who fired one of stressing that better teachers
A 30 year old non-student them, was sentenced to five and schools, not presidential DTennls Anyone
tary beer and snacks, or ten
was questioned by UCF years probation, and ordered pronouncements , helped imdollars which includes comThe Christian Service plimentary cocktails and
police on a trespass warning to make restitution and per- prove SAT scores.
violation at Lake Clair at 4 form 1,000 hours of communi- Nearly one million high Center for Central Florida is hors-d' oeuvres. Tickets are
a.m. Sept. 25. It was ty service. The two students, school seniors take the SAT holding its Fifth Annual available by calling USO ofdiscovered during .a routine roommates at Middle Ten- each year. Colleges use the Charity Golf Tournament at fice at 646-4139 or the inforcheck that he had an outstan- nessee State University, said test results to help screen Cypress Country Club. It will mation tours and ticket office
be Oct. 22, at 1 p.m.
ding warrant from Volusia they took steroids to improve potential students.
at 646-5164.
The main purpose is to raise
County and he was arrested. their weight lifting.
funds .for the many programs D Bird Watchers
D Michigan strikes end
of the center, as well as providing enjoyment for parThe Orange Audubon SocieIn the midst of a relatively ticipants. A tax-free contribu- ty will hold it's next meeting
peaceful campus labor season, tion of $100 is requested Oct. 15, at 8 p.m. at the CenCopyright © 1984
770 Western Michigan which will cover green fees, tral Christian Church, 250 W.
Edltorlal 275·2601
University teachers struck electric
cart,
course Ivanhoe Blvd. Orlando.
Business 275·2865
for four days before agreeing refreshments, many top Guest speaker will be Tom
to a tentative contract giving prizes and a buffet dinner. Williams, educational curator
them an immediate pay hike The remainder goes to the of the Central Florida Zoo.
This public document was promulgated ot on annual cast of S100,000 or 5.3 cents per ccpy
lo lrtoon the university community.
of
five percent this year, 5.5 support of the center.
The public is invited to attend
Opinions expressed In The Future are those of the editor or of the writer and ore not necessarily
those ot the University Boord of Publications or of the odmlnistrotion.
Shirley
For
reservations
call
percent
next
year,
and
six
perno charge. For details call
, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cent in 1986-87.
or Jim at 425-2523.
Loretta or Bob, 886-2925.
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Receiving satellite under construction - -.:
by Eddie Gorack
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FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Stephen D. McKenna, the student
chapter president of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers
has been working on a satellite receiving station for the past month.
The satellite will only be able to
receive television programs and it
should be able to pick up programs
from any of the 12 geosynchronous
satellites within our line of sight of

Orlando. A geosynchronous satellite
is a satellite that from Earth appears
to be stationary in the heavens.
McKenna hopes that this project
will be educational for both the
students involved in the construction
of the project and the students who
will be studying the project after completion. "We want everyone to learn
from this project. The project is
separated into many levels and the
main idea is that a lot o! people do a
lot of little things," said McKenna.

•

FUTURE STAFf WRITER

•

A long distance phone service will be offered to
resident students at UCF beginning in January.

•

Business Services, Student Government, and the
Housing Office worked together to bring Campus
Network Corp. to UCF. The company did a survey
to determine whether or not UCF has a significant
market for long distance telephone charges. After
the survey was completed, an agreement was made
with UCF.

•
•

•

The educational value of this pro] ect can be measured by the 50
students who are receiving on-the-job
training with this project. The experience that the students are receiving_will be invaluable to their careers
when they graduate from UCF.
The project will have a price tag of
$3360 when it is completed. The
money for the satellite has come from
a lot of different sources. ''We have
had c;lonations from Martin Marietta,
the Harris Corporation, who builds

sateJlite communications systems -and from McDonnell Douglas. We
have also had a lot of private donations from faculty and students,"
said McKenna.
The project should be completed by
next January. McK~nna would like to
see the satellite receiving station
presented at the UCF EngineeringFair next February. Presently, a new
Engineering building is being built
and provisions are being made for the
mounting of the antenna on the roof.

UCF dorm residents no longer pay a bundle
by Cindi Miiam

•

3

Dormitory students will be able to sign up for an
access code card with the company in December.
No deposits or minimum monthly charges will be
required, according to Richard Scott, director of
business services .
Telephone rates will be competitive with tho~e of
other long distance phone services. Scott said that

Another advantage is that students will not have
to leave their rooms late at night if they want to
make a long distance phone call. Although pay
phones are available i~ every dormitory, the new
system will be better for security reasons.
If a student's access card is stolen, the code
number -can be taken out of the system. Another
this particular company was ch~_f?en because there code number can then be iss1:Jed to the stµdent.
The lines for the service will be installed in
are no upfront costs to the students. He explained,
"They make the money off the students who make December. The rotary dial telephones now in the
residence halls _will still be used. ''The system is set
the calls."
up to handle that,'' Scott said. ·
"It also seems to be working well at the University of Florida and Notre Dame University," he said. ·
The ~ampus Network Corp. has long distance
Accordinator from UF will work at UCF to
telephone services at many universities throughout establish the program. The coordinator will hire a
the U.S.
local campus representative to be available on a
regular basis. The representative will probably hold
office hours to answer questions about the service
Campus Network Corp. will offer discount rates and billing, according to Scott;
at times that wil benefit students. Scott said that
there as been a need for this type of service for a
long time. Presently, any student who accepts a
More details will be distributed to dorm residents
collect call on the dormitory telephone is charged in late October~ The Housing Office and Inter Hall
Council will 'work together in registering students
$15 plus the regular charges.
for the service.

Any resident who.makes a long
distance call or accepts a collect
call is charged · $15 plus the
regular charges

•

•
•

Dear Students,
· -We at the Black Student Union would like to thank you for your participation at the polls
on the 19th and 20th of September to elect your B.S.U. Officers. The following persons have
been.elected to the following positions of office, for the year of 1984-85:
President - Authur A. Lewis, Ill
Vice Pres I - Jamie Jones
Vice Pres II - Damita Poole
Senator (Freshman Seat) - Courtney·coombs
Senator (Junior Seat) - Francis Davidson
Senator (Senior Seat) - Antoine Ferguson, Twanda Kenner, Lorenzo Robertson
We would also like to inform you that the following positions are open for appointment by
the B.S.U. President, in accordance with, Article Ill, Section 3, Sub-paragraph C, of the B.S.U.
Constitution.
· Miss B.S.U.
Freshman Senate Seat (2)
Sophomore Senate Seat ( 3)
Junior Senate Seat (2)
Attorney General
Director of Finance
Executive Advisor
If you are interested in filling one of these positions, please contact the B.S.U. at x2405 or
2285 of further information. You can apply for the ·available positions starting Friday, Oc-tober 5 and ending Thursday, October 11 to be considered for the position desired.
Cordially yours, (

•
Arthur A. Lewis, Ill
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Students fight
.
Crime
by Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Crime on campus is a very serious issue at UCF,
especially since UCF has the lowest officer-student
ratio of all the state universities in Florida. How is
UCF·going to "take a bite out of crime?"
Part of the solution will be the Campus Crime
Watch. "The purpose," said Karen Torpy, crime
prevention coordinator at UCF, "is to see a poten·
tial problem and stop it before it happens."
What are some of the major problems on cam·
pus? According to officer Sandra McClendon,
"Burglaries are the most major. Everything from
radios to bumpers have been reported stolen." Running a close second · are items stolen from dormitories. "One young man left his room for an hour
with the door unlocked and came back to find his
$350 calculator missing," she said.
The UCF campus crime watch program hopes to
slow down crime with. three objectives. The first is

Scars
Beard
Moustache
Weight
Clothing

Hair color/length
Eyes
Height
Complexion

Jeff GlickiFuture

to organize dormitory floot volunteers and a dorm with their neighbors. This, besides being incoordinator to report suspicious activity. They will teresting, will enable students to recognize
also organize a phone network to alert the other oc- strangers in the dorms.
The last objective and really most important is to
cupants in the dorm about any crimes that hav-e
taken place.
help students identify suspicious activity.
It can be subtle like a hunch or very ob·
When asked what his opinion of the program
was, Jeff Wilkinson, chief coordinator of the crime vious like a brawl. Often suspicious acts look to be
watch program in Seminole Hall said, "I think it is legitimate." Also, don't rationalize if you see a wina fantastic idea that I P.ope will take root in the_ dow broken out of a building or something of that ,
nature. Give the police a call at X-2421 for an
domitories."
The second objective is to get people acquainted . emergency or at X-2422 for additional information.

THE GOOD NEWS IN TUSCAWILLA

SP. ECIAL!

Who:

First Baptist Mission of Tuscawllla
(a mission of First Baptist of Winter Park)

What:

New Congregational Worship
Lake Howell High School

When:

Sunday's, beginning October 7
Sunday School (all ages). 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship, 11 :00 a.m.
Evening Worship, 6:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 7:30 p.m. (Jr. and sr. highs)
Nursery Provided

Why:

LADIES ONLY

~#.~(J..5'

NAUTILUS FAMILY FITNESS CENTER
7355 ALOMA AVE., WINTER PARK

'

•

•1&

••

(corner of Aloma.Ave.& Goldenrod Rd.-15A)

To share the gospel of Jesus Christ and
to establish this new Southern Baptist
mission in the Tuscawilla area.
Join us in worship!
·

For more information, contact the Rev. Robert Ross, First Baptist Mission of Ti.Jscawilla, 644-3061, ext. 30.

•

We Offer
is offering special memberships to female
UCF students, administration, and faculty. 23 Nautilus Machines
Aerobics
Co-Ed Hours
Whirlpool
$10.00 a month!
Mon.-Fri. 7am-1 Opm
Sauna
Sat. 8am-6pm
Showers
671·4083
Sun. 12pm-6pm
Lockers

•

•

-[ AE

•

Sigma Alpha Epsilon Presents

•

Pledge Tuckins '84

..

Register in front of the Cafeteria
Registration Times:
Oct. 8-12 11:00 - 2:00
Specific Person $3.00
Potl~ck
$2.00

•
•

.

ROADRUNNER
a

I'I ZZIt ~/•;JQ? . ,. _
··

0

~co,,;/o,.

.
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2 7 7. 7 7 7 7 "9, ~~"9~<1~
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FREE . ~ELIVERY

PIZZA & BEER TO YOUR DOOR

CHEESE ONLY
EACH ADDITIONAL
· TOPPING
PIZZA DELUXE
5 Items for Price of 4
PIZZA SUPER
1O Items for Price of e·

"THURSDAY NIGHT"

5.00

7.00

.75

1.00

8.00

11.00

9.50

13.00

r··-------------------1
$1.00 OFF
THICK CRUST
___________________ ...
I

I

I
I

~\\~--

Weekend Warm-up Parties
"Welcome" UCF Students
Featuring:

16 INCH
12 SLICES

I
1

~~

~\\~

UNION PARK • UCF AREA
12 INCH
8 SLICES

•

Expires I
10131184
I

THIS ~D WORTH 51.00 OFF ANY THICK
CRUST PIZZA, ONE ITEM OR MORE
.
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

9430 E. Colonial Dr. (Y2 Mile East of E/W Expwy.)
HOURS: SUN.-THURS. 4:30 P M.-1:00 A.M. FRl.-SAT. 4:30 FM -2'fl0 A.M.

I
I
I

• Free Drinks for Ladies Til 11:00 pm
• 2 for 1 for Guys Til 11:00 pm
• $1.00 14oz. Draft all night long
• Free Adm. for Ladies all night long
"Proper Dress Please"
Pt10ne 295-3751
4315 North Orange Blossom Tri.
Just South of Lee Rd.

•

"Where Orlando Dances"

•
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STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

..

.

'
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•
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.We're··working Hard For You !

•
'

.

Take Advantage of what we have to offer! ·
•

Discount Movie Tickets to:
*General Cineina

•

· (Fashion Square, Altamonte Mall, Parkwood, Seminole)
•

*Plitt

•

(Colonial Plaza)
•

* Eastern Federal

•

(Co~way,

Orange ·Blossom, Northgate)

•

.

Discount Attra·c tion Tickets .to:
.

Disney World/Epcot
Sea World
Wet 'N Wild
Busch Gardens·
Once Upon A Stage
Rosie O.' Grady's
•

:1

East-West Expressway Tokens
(25 for $5.00)
·
Discount Photo Processing

Lost and Found

.
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Fox Hunt Lanes

*A·.TREMENDOUS INVESTMENT:
• Purchase price $53,900
305-·282-4393
• Only 5% down, $2700 (owner
occupied)
• No closing costs
• $430/mo. P & I
• Guaranteed 9.5% interest rate
first year
One mile north of Highway 50 on Alafaya
Trail 1.2 miles from campus. Furnished
model open daily Monday.Saturday, 10AM6PM, Sunday, 12Noon-6PM

After hours: (305) 422-1111

............_Alom_a
· - - - - - -.-·

~

~

....__ _ _ ___...___

~

~

~

"4:~~ ~ •~...
cza

~

~

rJ3

~

___. IU

FOX

HUNT~

*

• Vaulted ceilings
.
• Open, spacious floor plan
• Large master bedroom suite
• Cable TV available
• Sparkling skylights
•Charming loft

Colonial

INVESTORS - Foxhunt Lanes is ideally located close to UCF, Westinghouse and the new East Martin Marietta plant Single.
units to quadraplexes are available with low-down financing.
-

*Sale price $53,900, $2700 down. 9.5% percentage rate first year. Note accrual rate indexed to &-month Treasury bill 12.50%.
APR 14.54%.

ra
associates, inc.

Goodman-Payton

OEALTQR ·

•
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Alumni Assoc. elects New President
with 52 percent of its funding. TJ:ie
other 48 percent comes from grants,
corporations and alumni. The
council's purpose is to show that UCF
deserves alumni funding.
Kennedy said, "we're trying to accomplish some good for this university and the students. We try to budget
so much per year to buy needed items
for the departments and colleges.''
Homecoming is another major
event for the council. Kennedy was
chairman of the homecoming committee which brought David Brenner last
year. That concert netted a $1,000
profit. This year he has planned the
Robert Klein concert on Oct. 26.
The state has $3.6 million set aside
for a multi-purpose field house to be

by Cindy Brown
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

'
,
•

•

The Alumni Association Council
elected Ralph J. Kennedy president
for the 1984-1985 term.
Kennedy described the council as a
nonprofit development organization
designed to keep alumni interested in
U CF. All council members are
volunteers. He hopes to expand UCF
during his term through more public
relations and more legislative
work. The council gives $25,000 in
athletic, national merit, junior college
and high school scholarships. Also, an
amount is set aside for minority
scholarships. The state supplies UCF

built in about four years. Kennedy
said UCF could host a number of
events on the campus that have been
held in other places in the past. A new .
field building would expand UCF's influence in the area. Until it is built;
however, concerts like Brenner's and
Klein's will be held in the gym.
Kennedy said, ''Homecoming has
got to be a time when we can
showcase the university. We've got .to
make the alumni want to come back."
One day the alumni are going to
contribute a lot of needed funds, according to Kennedy. The council
members are -hoping to get more
students involved with showing funding corporations what UCF's future
Ralph J. Kennedy
graduates have to- offer.
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SEEDS &'STEMS
HERB SHOP
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275-0350
11 a.m. to 7 p.m. ·closed Sunday

Specializing in Ginseng
Herbal Soaps & Shampoos
Rolling Papers 250
Big T-shirt Selection
Herbal Pep Capsules Available

.
REDKEN
NEXUS

ORLANDO'S # 1 DEALER
,

PAM.S BEAUTY
BOUTIQUE.

*IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
* ·ON THE SPOT FINANCING
* SALES OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

9438 E.,·Colonial
UNION PARK
277-2768

1

DRIVE ANY NEW OR
USED CAR HOME TODAY!
CREDIT NO PROBL:EM/WE CAN
FINANCE ALMOST ANYONE
MEW OR USED CAR

NOW!· 6 GREAT LOCATIONS?
NEW CARS
LOT 1-USED CARS
LOT 2-NEW & USED TRUCKS
LOT 3-USED CARS
LOT 4-USED CARS
ioT 5-USED CARS

HWY. 436 AT UNIV. BLVD.
HWY. 436 AT DRIGGS DR.
HWY. 436 ON UNIV. BLVD.
UNIV. BLVD. & DRIGGS DR.
461 N. HWY. 17-92, CASS.
5501 E. COLONIAL DR.

BROW WAX
NAIL TIPS

East Colonial Center
Near Intersection of
50 & Econ Trail

I• •

Mon-Sat

Shampoo /Cut /Blowdry

•

MEN $10.00
LADIES $12.50

678-1234
678-5674
671-1080 '
677-8487
831-8888
281-0013

LAKE

ALOMA AVE.
~

FAIRBANKS

9-6
Eves. By Appt.

UNDERHILL
·v1s10N
. CENTER

STUDENT DISCOUNT!

! N

25% OFF. ALL FRAMES

N

m,

.......
LOC~# 5

e

UNIVERSITY BLVD.

COLONIAL DRIVE
SERVICE· PARTS· BODY SHOP
OPEN ·MON-FRI. 8-6

Jimmy Bryan Toyota will do all service work
and body repair on any Toyota regardless
of where you purchased the car.
include factory or dealer options. NO DEALERS.

~<)~~,~

ALL CARRERA AND PORSCHE
SUNGLASSES NOW IN .STOCK
FREE ADJUSTMENTS
EVE EXAMS ARRANGED
DESIGNER AND BUDGET EYEWEAR
7359 Lake Underhill Rd. Hours:
Oflando, FL 32822
Mon.-Fri. l 0:00-6:00

281·0866
Goldenrod at Lake Underhill
Half block South of East·West
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U.S . .and Canada share common bond
by Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The Canadian Studies program at UCF is alive
- ·and growing. "The purpose," says Dr. Henry Kennedy, director of the Canadian studies program, "is
to study Canada and Canadian-American
relations.''
For most people living here in Florida, Canada is
rather remote, but because of Florida's tourist industry, between one and two million Canadians
visit Florida each year,'' he added. ''There are more
Canadians in Florida at any one time than in Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island-two Canadian
provinces-combined. ''

Canada and the U.S. are linked economically as
well. Of all the materials Canada exports, 70 percent goes to the U.S. U.S. companies also own 80
percent of Canada's auto and chemical industries .
· Because Canada and the U.S. are so interrelated
there has been a great deal of interest in the Canadian studies program. ''In fact,'' said Kennedy,
''we are asking to get permission to grant a minor
or certificate in Canadian studies.''
One of the main activities to program sponsors is
a series of speakers. Some of last year's included
Dr. Robert J. Williams, Department of P olitical
Science, Uniersity of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada;
Professor Richard Price, Department of Political
Science, University of Windsor, Ontario, Canada;

and Dr. Gaetan Brulotte, Trois Rivieres, Quebec,
Canada.
The program also puts out a newsletter called the
. Canadian Review. It mentions the various conferences, developments and news dealing with
Canada. It also has essays on topics of interest
about Canada, such as teaching in Canada, Canadian government, and Canadian recipes.
Lastly, the Canadian studies program offers
various student and faculty exchanges. "Four
members of the faculty were in Canada on Cana·
dian government grants," said Kennedy. For more
information contact Kennedy at X-2608 or pay him
a visit on the fourth floor of the Humanities and
Fine Arts building, room 422.

Union Campaigning Continues

VANDALS
FROM PAGE 1 _
associate director of the library, said
that this is a waste of staff time that
ccold be used in better ways.
Another problem in the library this
semister is vandalism of copying
machines. LaBrake said that four of
the five copying machines recently
· purchased have been intentionally
damaged. "Someone has deliberately
broken the push button,' ' she said.
At first it was thought that the
machines just broke because of
misuse. But engineers brought in for
the problem determined that it was
vandalism. No one is being suspected
at this point. LaBrake said that the
library officials are watching student
use of the other copying machines
more carefully since the incidents.
The broken machines will not be
working for about two weeks,
LaBlake said.

by Jennifer Machtel
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

One of the issues in the upcoming
union election to represent the university faculty is the matter of how the
election was to be run. The Florida
Academic Congress presented their
suggestion to have the election run on
a mail-ballot ~asis rather than an onsite basis.
According to Scott Carruthers,
general couns~l for the F AC, the
percentage of voter turnout is much
higher when the mail-ballot method is
used. The Board of Regents decided
to go with the mail-ballot method
because statistics showed that it
maximized voter participation.
The United Faculty of Florida was
against this method opting for the onsite election. In their appeal to the

Board of Regents requesting combined on-site mail ballot election, they
stated, "the eligible voters are not entitled to an opportunity to cast the
easiest or most convienient ballot. If
it were otherwise, no on-site elections
_could be conducted because mail
ballots would always be considered
more convienient. ''
According to Carruthers the most
important thing is that there is a high
voter participation not where or how
the election is conducted. According
to PERG,--Public Employee Relations Commission-statistics with
·the on-site election the average turnout per election is 75. 7 percent compared to 91.1 percent in a mail-ballot
election.
According to Carruthers, one of the
main problems in the union is apathy.
"Once apathy oegins it is hard to
overcome,"
he said. He added that
.

the F AC was formed because many
people ·were dissatisfied with the
UFF. "The UFF speaks for a large
majority, but they don't represent
that majority."
Carruthers said that the FAC
believes that faculty should join
together to work for a common good
rather than continuing the present usthem situation which is counterproductive.
''The reason that the FAC does not
have as many members is because it
is not.the organization now representing the teachers," said Carruthers.
"Why collect money from theni when
they are not being represented by the
FAC&" Representatives of the UFF
said that when they were not in power
in 1975 and 1976 they had 600
members supporting them.

Now Is The Time To .Learn To
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MAKE BACK-TO-SCHOOL
MEAN FLIGHT SCHOOL, TOO!
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If y9u are a high school or college student, you can learn to fly after
school and on weekends. When you graduate, you'll have two sets
oi skills ... your chosen field and flying!
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So get started now with a Cessna Pilot Center Discovery Flight.
Only $20 will put you at the controls of a Cessna.
· It's a great boost for your future! Do it now! Available at...
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WE WILL MAKE
YOUA PILOT .
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FOR $2,990.

GUARANTEED.·

Vento de aviones nuevos y usados.
Closes de vuelo con instructores de
habla Hispana. Servicio de taxi aero
y vuelos especiales~ Toda close de
mantenimiento y repuestos.
Facilidades de financiamiento. Comunicarse con Eduardo Figeac a los
telefonos aqui mencionados.
Orlando North Aviation Co., Inc.
Bldg. 4040 N. Hwy. 441
Plymouth, Florida 32768
(305) 886-0755
(305) 886-1050

• Subject to llmltatlons outtlned In Fllght Plan Agreement.
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Masters debut at run
third place finisher.
Team awards for the men went to
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
the Athlete's Foot, Track Shack, and
Brevard Community College teams,
For the sixth year in a row, the who came in first, second, and third,
Threshold Run for the Kids suc- respectively. The Track Shack and
cessfully accomplished its goal of UCF's Women's Basketball teams
raising money for Threshold, Inc., a were first and second place finishers
residential program for the severely for the women's 5K. Corporate
dysfunctional.·
awards went to NTC of Orlando, MarDr. Dick Tucker, chairman of tin Marietta, and Valencia CommuniUCF's Psychology Department and ty College.
Along with the men's and women's
manager of the race, notes that the
proceeds raised by the race, held Sept. 5K runs, there was also a one mile fun
29, are helping to build residence halls run, a one mile team race, and a
quarter mile kiddie run. John
for the Threshold School.
This year was the first time Nemethy was the first place finisher
seperate '5K-3.1 inile-races were in the one mile run, while the
held for meri and women which Psychology Club took the number one
decreased crowded racing conditions club spot in the team race. Tri Delta
as well as encouraged equal recogni- · sorority and Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity took other top honors .
tion for winners of both sexes.
Donald Walters, representing the
Making their debut at the run were
Athlete's Foot Racing Team, was some 15-20 members of the UCF
first place finisher in the men's 5K Masters Road Racing Team. Comwith a time of 14:37.5 minutes. He prised of faculty, staff and adult
was followed by fellow team members stuc;lents 40 years of age and older,
Rick Horta, Charlie Duggan, and the masters donned black and gold
Keith Witthauer, who came in se- running singlets, embossed with a
cond, third and fourth, respectively. personalized logo, consisting of a
Duggan, last year's winner, fared bet- Pegasus and the words ''UCF
ter than expected, having recently Masters Road Racing Team.''
recovered from a leg injury.
The women's 5K was swept by
Developed this summer by Dr.
former Boulder, Colorado resident Beth Barnes of UCF'S English
Lauri Sax with a time of 18:25. Sax, Department, the Masters Road Racwho recently moved to Winter Park, ing Team was formed in response to a
was impressed with her first road race growing interest among the universiin Florida. Delight Chambers, assis- ty community for participation in
tant track and cross country coach at road racing events~ Members of the
Brevard Community college, followed team vary in running skills, ocupaSax, coming in second with a time of tions, and interests and come from
18:40.37. Renee Whitney was the almost all areas of the university.

by Sam Sangulllano

•
Tim Barto/Future

•

•

•

Tim sart~/Future
Top: The Threshold run for the kids attracted runners . of all ages.
Separate races were held for all levels of runners.
Bottom: The UCF Masters Roadracing Team debuted at the Threshold
run. Pictured are left, John Crocitto, right, Chuck Dziuban.
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Today's college students are often
criticized for being too passive.
Unlike students who rioted in the
sixties and seventies, the eighties
students, even with identically
distinctive punk haircut's, and
foolish-looking sunglasses, seem like
so many sheep.
There are reasons. Riots and
trashcan burnings can get messy;
they are difficult to organize and it's
tough to get people to agree on a
cause. Plus, it wreaks havoc with
your social life.
The truth is that students protest
just as much as they ever did, but
they do it in more subtle and sym.
.
bolic ways.
·
Glance around campus. Does it
strike you as funny that most
students wearing a backpack have it·
slung over the right shoulder when
it is designed to be worn over both?
It certainly is more difficult to
It is an ironic fact that we spend half our lives working to
manage. Ah~h! Students struggling
achieve a level and own some responsibility and the other half
around campus staggering to the
shirking that responsibility.
right under the oppressive weight of
Most people are of an ambitious nature, hence they are
ail unweildy backpack are obviously
always looking to move up. In most cases they are not
protesting the right-wing Reagan adnec.
essarily dissatisfied, they merely want to do better.
ministration.
The symbolism goes further.
Yet while moving up in whatever endeavor, there is an-inBackpacks have textbooks zipped up
creasingly inherent amount of responsibility, and herein lies
inside of them. Conservatives have
the irony. Merely being reponsible and having to deal with it
been known to supress book learning
are
two entirely different matters. Most of us can attest to the
(especially when it comes to evolufact that dealing with the people, problems, and day to day
tion). Ronald Reagan even wante~ to
drudgery that come with ·responsible positions is a terrific hasget rid of the Department of Education.
sle.
The effect of the protest is
As a result it is very easy to become caught up in it all, to the
debatable, but it sure beats risking a
point that we either become callous or rebellious. Neither of
billy club in the face courtesy of
which
solves any of those problems or makes dealing with the
some Redneck cop.
people
and drudgery any easier.
Oh, yes. Students who wear
The point of all this is that entirely too many people act put
backpacks over their left shoulders
are either left-handed or signaling
upon when they are confronted with their responsibilities and
that they are gay, or both.
they only have themselves to blame.
The backpack is simply the most
Responsibility is not something you can force on a person, it
original form of the present student
is something that you must assume. Granted, what you are doprotest. Other forms can be traced
ing now may be twice as difficult as the job you started out doback to some of history's great
ing, but with responsibility comes the ability to delegate it.
dissenters.
On Oct. 12, students will mob the
That too however, is not always easy.
registration building as they get
But no one ever has to assume any more responsibility than
their last chance to drop classes.
one
wants to assume. Indeed though, in the end you get back
Some of these students probably
what you put in. The benefits of holding responsibilities are
have legitimate reasons to drop a
seldom, if ever, as tangible as one might hope for, and in
class, but for others it goes further.
Like the Buddhist monks who
today's money-oriented world it may mean nothing to some
doused themselves with gasoline and people. But it is those intangible benefits that we can never
set themselves on fire to protest the
lose.
Vietnam war, these students have
suicidal educational tendencies.
Many of them are protesting the
Mike Rhodes
saturation learning they must enEditor in Chief
dure. At least they will live to drop
again.
Other students, discouraged by
long lines, barely edible cuisine and
S. Mlkell Rhodes
Pamela Glmson
lack of seats at the. campus snack
bars, prefer to fast between classes a
Editor in Chief
Business Manager
la Gandhi. Others follow the lead of
.FI
.a '-' Vicki White
Robert Molpus
Socrates and slowly poison
Managing Editor
Production Manager
themselves at the vending machines.
Edltorlal 275·2601
Jennifer Machtel
Jeff Gllck
So the next time you feel like you
Business 275·2865
News Editor
Art Director
Richard Truett
~lmothy K. Barto
are one of Carl Sagan's cosmic·
specks, just pop another M&M in
Features Editor
Photoarachv Editor
your mouth, think fondly back to
Copyright 1984
Don Wittekind
Kevin E. Kelley
that composition class you dropped
Soorts Editor
Advertising Manager
that backpack over your- _Letters to the editor must be typed and must Include the outtlor's signature, major and pho~ nu~. All letters ore subling
d
an S
.
- ject to editing and become tha copyrighted property o1 The Future. II cause Is shoWn, the wnter s name will be withheld
right shoulder proudly.
_ _ upon ~eques1. -

Responsibility brings rewards
as well as headaches

18ne
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America is fast evolving into a nation of walls. We build "privacy
fences'' around our yards, big brick
walls around our subdivisions, and
worst of all, we build walls around
ourselves. ·
These aren't the walls that you
can actually reach out and touch,
but they are still walls that you can
feel. Ever notice how when you go
to sit down in a theater next to someone, unless they know you fairly
well they will get up and put a few
seats' space between yQu and them?
People are really afraid of even the
slightest possibility of contact with
another person.
When was the last time you gave
your mother a great big hug and
told her how much you appreciate
her? When was the last time you
told your father the same thing?
You were probably afraid that they
would see you as weak or immature
if you really let your feelings out, or
maybe you just take it for granted
that they know how you feel.
People get squirrely about
members of the same sex hugging
each other, especially if it's two
guys. A sorority sister pointed out
. to me that the fraternities and
sororities are.much more "touchyfeely' '-they feel less inhibited about
reaching out and touching their
· brothers and sisters. This is wonderful. The only thing is, why do you
have to be in a fraternity or sorority
for this sort of physical contact to
be okay?

A guy I know once told me that
the average human being needs at
least four hugs a day to survive. I
don't think that this is entirely true;
if it were most of us would be
goners. However, if you look at it
another way, we do need affection to
thrive psychologically. This is why
your mom could always make your
hurts go away with a kiss and some
hugging.
Usually, though, we are suspicious
of the other person's motives or
their sexual orientation when they
express their affection toward us
openly. Sometimes we may even
think there is something wrong with
ourselves; this makes us very uncomfortable.
At any rate, if we are going to survive, healthy and happy I think we
are going to have to learn how to
reach out and touch each other when
we feel the need. We are going to
have to tear down the walls we build
around ourselves and share
ourselves with our fellow humans.
After all, as John Donne once.·said,
"No man is an Island, entire of
itself; every man is a piece of the
Continent, a part of the main."
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Pre·payme_
n t resolution
Editor:
As you may have n~ticed, advance registration
begins Oct. 16 with tuition payments due Dec. 5.
Advance registration not only helps the Administration spread out the amount to paperwork,
but is a great benefit to many students. The advance registration payment deadline ,however, is
much too early for many students.
Many students who work regularly, work during .
the break or receive financial aid will be unable to
advance register. One reason given for early payment is that many students register for classes in
excess of what they intend to take and then end
dropping those excess classes. This prevents other
students from registering in those classes. The payment deadline could be moved to the first week of
January thus giving students four more weeks to
acquire cash and still prevent this problem. I feel
that advance registration should benefit all
students not just those with large cash reserves.
Senator Bill Tucker and I will be introducing a
resolution to this effect Tuesday Oct. 9 at 4 p.m. in
engineering 360. I would encourage all interested
students to attend this senate meeting.
- William Dietz
Arts & Science Student Senator
Seat 1

BSU -deserves coverage
Dear Editor;

•

I am a senator and concerned member of the
Black Student Union, and I am writing to inquire
as to why the FUTURE has not done an article concerning the BSU electi<. ns. It seems to me as
though the FUTURE has made the extra effort to
publish the rough hurdles and poor administration ·
of the BSU's past, and has somehow neglected to

. . ·.

LETTERS

ments depend on fear to maintain control. A brief
look at history' will reveal that these forms of
government lend themselves to the greatest degree
of instability.
In closing, I believe that when the Russian war
monger generation of World War II finishes off,
Soviet-U.S. relations will improve. The tension we
are experiencing today is simply a ''one for the
road" dose for the world's geriatric leaders. Com·
munism is simply the fad of the twentieth century.
If the U.S. stays the course it began in 1976 the
communist's will have to adhere to the old adage: if
you can't beat 'em, join 'em.

USA.

cover the BSU elections, and the organization's
promising future. I am certain that your readers
aree interested in knowing what the BSU's new administration has in store for the organization, and
the general attitudes of the Black 'Students of
1984-85. There are many positive activities being
sponsored by the BSU this year in which the
FUTURE will be privileged to cover. I,as an active
member of the Black Student Union, would like to
see the FUTURE contribute to the POSITIVE
perception of the BSU.

William J. Layman
Chemistry
Letters to the editor should be typed on a 60 space
line and double spaced. They should include the
Twanda V. Kenner author's name, college, and phone number where
Senior Senate Seat the author can be reached for verification. They
Black Student Union should be submitted by 5 p.m. on the Monday
before publication to be considered.

No need to· worry
In reference to your editoral on Sept. 28, Rhodes,
why don't you crawl under a rock? I for one do not
fear this university's administration nor do I fear
government on any level. I do not even fear the
Kremlin. If the world was blown apart tomorrow,
then what? You, me and the 4 billion other people
for the most part would painlessly and instantaneously perish without knowledge of what happened.
Your editorial was written for one of two reasons:
first of all, to stir up some kind of rebellious
response; secondly, you have to at least write
something. You pointlessly insulted every political
ideology except anarchy.
I'm not a Political science major, but I know the
Swiss government has been in business for some
time. Correct me if I'm wrong - the Swiss have
managed such a feat Without the luxury of having
enemies. Furthermore, only totalitarian govern-
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Who Gets
15,000 Calls

A Day, And
Answers .
Every One?

FLORIDA
LIBRARIES
WeDoMpre
Than Keep The Books

AT YOUR LIBRARY

December 31-January 5
For Information Contact SC215 27 5-2611
Sign up at Student Center Main, Desk
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Cost: $220.00
Includes:
Transportation
Lodging
Lift Tickets
Beer, and much,· much more!
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Find out all there is to know-- KICKOFF PARTY Wed.
Octo~er 10 on th~ SC green. Sign up at the SC Main ~ Desk

Classified
for sale
Answer machine, yours for S70.
Great deal. Hurry! Call 275-8919.

OCTOBER 5, 1984

for rent
New duplexes. Two bdrm./2 bath.
All kitchen appliances. Ready to
move Into. 5400 per month. Call
644-3982.

1983 Honda CB650SC Nighthawk. ·
Excellent condition. Garage kept.
Only 8300 ml. Windshield and
Home to share. 4 bet In a spacious
sissy bar Included. Sl900. Call
furnished home. $225 each, .
327-3317.
master bedroom $250 monthly.
Big back yard and screened in
patio. Quiet house good for studyFor sale 20th Anniversary Gibson
ing. Must be clean. Close to 50 on
Les Paul Custom with T. Sholtz
Dean Rd. Call Joseph 77 4-0902.
Rockman. $450 . Call John
275-4225.
Furnished, spacious 2 bd. 2 bth.
across from UCF. Central air and
Honda 110 ATC 1984 $650. Call
heat. 2-3 people $400. 4 people
365-5951.
S425. 273-0768. No pets. ·
Is if true you can buy jeeps for S44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
today!
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext.689.

roommate
Roommate wanted. 2 bdrm:, 2 l /2
bath, New furnished Tuscawllla ·
condo. Washer, dryer, microwave.
$225/mo. plus l /2 utilities. Call
365-9175.
Roommate, female, non-smoker.
$150/mo. plus 5150 security. 2
bd .- /2 bth. Foxhunt Lar:ies.
351-5656.
Roommate wanted to share 3
bed. 2 bath. home In Winter Park.
$235/mo. plus util. Day 660-1984.
Ask for Martha.

other
Exp. mother will keep young
children In her Alfaya Trail home.
Reasonable rates. Call 273-7672.
Riders from Cocoa, Merritt Island,
Cocoa Beach area. Save money,
rest or study on the ride and leave
the driving to me. I can accomodate up to 3 riders a day. I
drive Mon.-Frl. $2 each person per
day. Call Wright at 452-8288. ·
.
Tutoring
Algebra, Trig., Bus. Cale., Stats., Call
Jeff at 282-4875.
·
Stop dreaming! .You can work In
motion
pictures.
Call
805-687-6000 ext. 4628.

Deadline:

2 bed 2 1/2 bath at Calmbridge
Circle. 5450 per month. Deposit
neg. over three months. Call Larry
at 841-8641.
Furnished rm. w/all utlls. M or F.
Non-smoker. $250/mo. plus $50
dep. East or Tusk. 671-6355.

Appointment setter needed. From
qualified lists set appointm~nts
between classes. My phone or
yours. S4/appoint. Call Ms Berkson
at 331-8339.
Crew person needed for hot air
balloon business. Need to be
available approx. 6:30-9:30 a.m.
Mostly weekends and some
weekdays. Balloon ride in lieu of
payment. Call 682-8959.
Help needed tor ho'me cleaning
service. Flexible hours and good
starting pay. Must have car and
phone. Call 671-7463.

Part and full time help needed for
Installing open office systems and
miscellaneous projects. Call at
291-0921.
GOVERNMENT JOBS.
Sl6,559-S50,553/yr.
Call
805-687-6000 ext. R-1000.

wanted
Need wetsuit for med.-lg. frame
male. Call 647-3533 after 6 p.m.

Duplex University Hiiis 1/2 mile from
UCF. Immaculate 2 bedroom, 2
bath, nice yard, washer, dryer,
central air, wall to wall carpet.
Available now. $42.§,00 293-1908

Call 275·2865

Help wanted. Part or full time. Flexible hours. Day and night shifts. No
exp. needed. 3.50/hr. start-3.75 In
3 wks .. 25 more for night shift. Sunny Waterbeds and Accessories
Inc. Call 339-4327. ·

A ABLE TYPING SERVICE
Guaranteed 100,, Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term PaJii)ers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsplaywr'lters and A B Dick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
employees tor fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and .same
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.
Call "QT."-Quality Typing. Fast, accurate and reasonable. Exper. in
all work. UCF empl. l mi. away.
After 6 p.m. Marti 365-6874.

Audio service. Speclallze In proau d Io equipment. All work
guaranteed. Student rates. Quality work. Call 282-1585 9 to 9. Gary.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS--ABORTION
SERVICES. Low-cost Birth Control
Services. Privacy, confidentlallty
guaranteed. Guest speakers
available. Director Is UCF grad.
1240 Hiiicrest, l block south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or long
distance
call
free
1-800-432-8517.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth contrpl
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 w. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. Confidential.
Individual councellng. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp. Daily/Sat. a.m. Cal.I_
425-8989.

CRAWFORD TYPING SERVICES
Fast-Accurate-Reasonable. All
types of work. Large job discount.
Resumes $4. Near UCF. 282-0289
after 6 p.m.
QWERTY INC, LTD.

typists
F
R
E
E

WORDMASTERS

"The overnight cure for
the term paper blues"

F
R
E
E

p .

D
A
E
FAST
L
DEPENDABLE
K WORD PROCESSING SERVICE I

I

Do you need extra cash? Earn extra money by providing transportation for 2 pre-schoolers to UCF
Creative School at 8:00 a .m.
Mon.-Frl. Call 322-6208. (Sanford/Lake Mary area).

Typing-Word Processing-Fast Service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rates. Close to
campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.

Silk flowers and weddings and all
occasions. Reasonable prices.
Call Ann or Mary .275-3869.

TYPISTS NEEDED
Can you type? Are you good with
grammar? Do you need . extra
cash? Call WORDMASTERS at
277-3980.

Advertise in
Florida's #1
Collegiate
Newspaper

help wanted

Work per your schedules. No car,
no selling. Call 275-6593 for Interview.

EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, m~:muscrlpt,
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar,
punc., and editing included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Drivers, movers and sales positions
available. Full or part time. Con. tact Jerry Hart at 678-9865.

Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
$450/mo. Call Lanita. Salmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.
For Rent. New l ,2, and 3 bdrm.
patio villas with 2 car garages. E.
Colonial at East-West Expressway.
282-3275.

services

RESUMES
Deslgned/Typed-657-0079.

c

u
p

v

E

277-3980

R

WORDMASTERS

y

A word processing service for
fa1t 1 accurate, professional typing of term papers. reports,
thesis, resumes. MulH·prlnt sizes.
styles. Spelllng checker. Plck·up
and dellvery.
Call after 6 p.m.788·9097
Need typing done? Call Stacy.
Day 282-0207. Eves 282-0923.
Next day service.
Prof.
typing/translations
(Eng.-Span.) 20 yrs. exp. Foreign
elements typewriter. Fast, quallty
work. Call Annie 282-2161.

Student Rate:

Mondqy at 5:00 p.m

50 cents per line

by Carl McKnight
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T ALKNET offers free advice
Williams will intervene personally.
Sometimes a helpless old lady may
call an just simply not be able to handle a situation. Williams is a stem
believer in the free enterprise system
and the American work ethic.
On weekends Talknet is hosted by
ftuben and Meltzer. They offer practical advice on psychological as well
Bruce Williams looks exactly like as physical problems. Ruben shares
he sounds: businesslike. After a few the same exuberance for his audience
minutes of listening to Williams, his that Williams and Raphael have.
effervescent personality becomes ap- Meltzer appeals to an older audience.
Ever since WDBO dropped the
parent. Williams refers to Uncle Sam
as "that cat with the whiskers." critically acclaimed Larry King Show
Business and financial matters are and thier local talk show, the ratings
his specialty because he has been in have gone significantly up. "People
Sally Jessy Raphael and Bruce Williams are the most popular talk show
one
business or another most of his y.rho have moved here from northern
hosts on college campuses.
life. After the Korean War, Williams areas, listen to Talknet because they
tions manager David · Bernstein raised . a family and put himself are already familiar with it," Bernsby Richard Truett
credits the enormous popularity of through college by working at odd tein said. Indeed, Talknet is by far the
Talknet to the fact that the show jobs: he was a salesman, an insurance most popular talk show on college
·
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "relates to people and is geared
investigator, truck driver, taxu campuses and its popularity is
toward the general public, whereas · driver, and brewery worker. Williams mus hrooming. Williams and Raphael
When the toll-free telephone lines local talkshows that deal with parwas electe~ mayor of a small town WDBO is at 580 on the AM dial.
are open, the phone rings 150,000
ticul~
issues
tend
to.
gets~
intense
as
..
and
served on a town planning board_. 1-800-223-4141' is the call in number.
times an hour Talknet is the nation's
to
ali~nate
.manypeople.
The.
most
Williams.knows
about tax dollars and · Raphael is on from 6-8 and 11-2 mon_.
fastest growing call-in talk ~haw.
appealing aspect of.. the show lS the
h.
th
.
. d thr
h F "d
a
.pe.rsonalities behind. the micr<>Phone.. ·· · wW
.. ere· _e y go.
_
·. ay.. oug . n -ay an· Williams is
- , Unlike othei: ,talk shows, Talknet . .
·
·
. , ~.
.
.
illiams is the type'. ~f man · you on fyom 8-1.1 and froII.l 2:5 am Monday
(toes·not ente~tafn such topics' as war;·
,·. .
.
. .
. . w.011ld like tO,;)ia.ve piloting yotir . thr<?ugb Friday .. ;Ruben and U,el(zer· p:qlitiea\ events <:>r ~saste~s; Talknet ~ . ~phael is the Q.i~ s~s.te.~ manr p~o'- , ;a,h:pl~ne~; Humbl~,. ]tind-pearted, ~nd. ~ ~~ on from: ~2~5 ~·am Sat~rday
deals wit1i.persoqal problefns·':ta four • pie never had·. S~e« ~s a long 'c¥sta~ce, · ·~xtremely · ~owletigable, · he could; . 8und~Y·:~····,
extremelely like~bl~ people. Bruce shoulder. cry·"on. But ~d~t ·of ~11. have mo:r:e frien~s acr,oss" the na~ion . One of the ·reasons Tdlknet is so
Williams, deals With financial and to Raphael addresses those problems in than anyone else. In those rare occa- popular is that Williams and Raphael
a lesser extent legal problems, as well life like unfaithful husbands and sions when Williams does not know ~eep themselves informed and people
as investment advice. Sally Jessy broken hearts with a calm reassuring the answer to a problem he usually who listen regularly learn quite a bit
Raphael whose specialty is personal voice and problably the most does one of two things: he will but the of valuable information. Williams can
problems - everything from unre- straightfoward advice available. caller on hold and ask if anyone in the answer virtually any question regarquited love to homosexuality. on Raphael is, in a word, soothing. She listening audience-the entire· U.S.- ding small business and investment
weekends, psychologists Dr. Harvey makes it a point to get interested in knows the answer and he will give out and Raphael can always quote the
Ruben and Dr. Benard Meltzer han· the problems of her callers and her ge- a special number in order to have the latest statistics about who gets
die calls concerning health matters.
nuine sincerity shines through the question answered or he will point the divorced and who doesn't. WDBO's
radio. She is the self-proclaimed caller in the right direction by telling management is quite pleased with
I
him where to go to find out.
Talknet's popularity: Sally Jessy
Orlando's top-rated AM radio sta- "Dear Abby of the airwaves."
Raphael owns the highest rated hour
tion WDBO airs the Talknet program
People call Raphael asking such
There have been occasions when in Orlando. '
seven nights a week. WDBO's operadiverse questions as what to take on a
vacation or how to tell someone you
have a crush on them. No matter how
trivial a question may seem, Raphael
fields each one and offers common
sense advice. Raphael has one asset
· that most listeners do not know
about: she is stunningly beautiful.

to

.>' · · . ·
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Epcot Center _brings · Morocco to Florida
by Beth Carran
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The sultry sun beat down mercilessly as I leaned,
tired, against the peaked archway of a red sandstone structure. My senses were filled with the
pungent odo_r of Moroccan leather and the insistent
"tap-tap-tapping" - of Abdelmalek's hammer
creating intricate designs on a brass bowl.
Was I paying a visit to some remote village on
the fringes of the Sahara D~sert? Well, not quite. I
was in Orlando, actually, taking in the newest of
Epcot Center's World Showcase nations-Morocco.
For a moment, however, I did forget my Florida
surroundings as I wandered through the Tangier
Trader's Shop and found myself in the midst of a
throng of Arabic-speaking people. The men were
wearing long, flowing striped caftans with bright
red fezzes; the women wore white robes draped
with gossamer scarves interwoven with sparkling
gold threads.
Out in the brightly tiled courtyard musicians
played their lutes and goatskin drums, and a grinning as well as talented acrobat was performing impressive jumps, flips and balancing stunts.
Artists worked away busily at their time-honored
crafts and offered their products for sale in the
shops and open-air markets. Abdelamek's exquisite
brass pieces were displayed along with copper
SEE WORLD, PAGE 20

Dining entertainment at the Restaurant Marrakesh features dancers and folk singers from Morocco.
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House-Sit For Yo11r Folks .

•

• •

And help them earn· .
while you learn!

SUSSEX :P~CE

_

2 Becl/2 Bath 'lb\1\711hoine Villas
From Only _$48,900!
* no closing costs
* state bond money available
* many sold to investors

Instead of throwing ·away tertainment, shopping, e1nploy1noney by renting, tell your 1nent prospects, and :main hlghparents to 1nake a s:mart inove ways. A ritodern cominunity of_
. . . by purchasing a villa at Sus- spacious, thoughtfully designed
sex Place! With 1nonthly pay- townhonievi1las, SussexPlaceofinents as low as $325*, it's the fersalltheantenitiesyoudeserve
perfect hedge against inflation to help you llllwind after a long
for your folks, an~ the perfect - day at U.C.F.
.
hoine for you while
·.So, while your parWestinghouse
you're in school!
ents are investing in
~
. Sussex Place, locatyour future, they can
N . ~o
ca
ca
ed conveniently off
be investing in their
ca U.C.F.
en
:ii
Alafaya Trail, is just
own, too. Build honieColonial Dr.
ril.inutes froni the calllowner eqwty for your
pus, and also close to
parents with R.C.A.'s
~
East-We'\
Sl :ssf:X
fine restaurants, en· smart1novetoSussex
Place.
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~

. 4·

*

•

PL~Cf:
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:

en

Curry Ford Rd.

-

~

•

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
305/281-6393

•

1/8 Mile East of Alafaya Trail
on Highway 50
Cus'tom Financing Available

* $48,900 sale price. $46,450 mortgage
amount. Based on 71/2% conventional
30-year financing. 13% At-'R. Interest
rates subject to change without notice.
Full details at Sales Office .

•

~ ~WEWELCOME
l.:.I
BROKER
COOPERATION
EQUAL HOUSING

'l I ~iae ·£1e.:71111cc '.ifect..; ~1p;1rdi16ili"L!J!

OPPORTUNITY

A Div1s1on of Residential Communities of America

•

•
•
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by Suanne Boehm
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The Cinema Committee has
prepared their schedule of
films for the fall. Funded
through PAC, the Cinema
Committee will present films
every two weeks. The films
upcoming are:
• Young Frankenstein -- Oct.
12 and 14 in the Student
Center Auditorium (SCA).
This Mel Brooks co~edy is
about
Frankenstein's
ancestor picking up where
Frankenstein left off-- bringing dead people back to life. It
stars Gene Wilder, Madeline

1

THE HAIR SHOP

PAC offers variety of movies
Kahn and the late Marty
Feldman.
•Python and the Holy Grail
-- Oct. 21 on the Student
Center Green . The members
of the Monty Python troupe
go in search of the biblical Holy Grail.
•Death Trap -- Nov. 2 in the
Engineering Auditorium and
Nov. 4 in th SCA. A downand-out playwright plans to
steal the play of another in
order to revive his own career.
He'll do anything to get it,
even resort to murder. This
suspense/comedy stars
Michael
Caine
and
Christopher Reeve.

Precision Style ·Cut $8.00

eFootloose--Nov. 16 and 18
in the SCA. This box office
smash is about a music-loving
city boy who moves to a small
town where dancing is
against the law. Stars Kevin
Bacon.
All films start at 8:30 p.m.
Admission is free to all UCF
students with their l.D.
General admission for the
public is $1.50. Three of the
films--Young Frankenstein,
Footloose, and Police
Academy--will feature drafthouse style food and drink.
Pop' corn and soda will be
available at all showings.

.

~ -.

FULL

~RV1CE SAl:ON

10509 E_- Colonial Dr.

WALK-IN~ WELCOME

(Winn Dixie Center)
PARK

Daily 9-5 &Thurs. tll 8

282•1700

~ ' UNION

,,j

~''''~''''''''''''''''''''''''"l
~

~

ALL STUDENTS
15% DISCOUNT ON SALES WITH THIS COUPON

~

~
~

~

K·MART PLAZA

Small Appliance Repairs
Gifts, Antiques• Jewelry

~
~

GOLD CHAINS

~
~

· JEWELERY

~

UNIVERSITY • GOLDENROD

657_1707

HUMMEL$

CHARMS

&

.

&

~
~

SILVER

'.:111111

BUILD YOUR SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR SCORE!
PREPARE FOR:

Friday and Saturday

Our Famous Seafood Buffet
Finest Quality Seafood in Florida
Featuring
Peel Your Own Shrimp
Rock Shrimp
Fresh Shucked Oysters
Ships Round of Beef
Broiled and Fried Fish of the Day
Cajun Seafood Creole
Plus many more entrees
Salad Bar
-Homemade Soup, Bread and
Cheeses, Assorted Cobblers
Adults $9.95 Children $4.25
Under 5 FREE ·

LSAT

• TEST-N-TAPE(!) LIBRARY
• REINFORCEMENT TEST
• HOMESTUDY PACKET
CLASSES STARTING

TIME OUT LOUNGE
Happy Hour Prices Monday
From Open to _C lose

OCTOBER 7th

Live Entertainment Tuesday Through Saturday
For Your Dancing and Listening Pleasure
Brother Good
With Complimentary Hors D'Oeuvres
5 - 7 p.m. Mon - Fri
Tuesday Ladies Night
Featuring 99e wine by the glass
Margaritas & Daiquiris
Monday - Friday 4p.m. - 7p.m.
Jumbo 17oz. Margaritas $1.95

r-'--------------------COUPON

I
- $1.00 Off UCF Students And Faculty
Friday & Saturday Seafood Buffet
I
I & Sunday Morning Brunch up to 4 Persons
I
With UCF I.D.
I Senior Citizens $1.00 Off
I
I
Sunday
I
Champagne Bru~ch Buffet
I
- ~eaturing - Eggs Benedict

Ships Round of Beef
Baked Sugar Cured Ham
1
Scrambled Eggs - French Toast
1
Plus Many ~fore Entrees
I
Oh Yes!
I
A Multitude of Cold Salads
Bread, Cheese and Soup Table
I
I
$6.25 Adults
.I
I
$3.25 Children Under 12
I
L-------..YA<l!:!~LREE ___ ~ __ J

LIVING ROOM,
BEDROOM & DINETIE

SPECIAL BEDDING SALE

ONLY

Extra Firm

TWIN
FULL
138
QUEEN
188
KING· ~ 258

$699°0

Sold
in

Sets
Only

By makers of King Koll

1

1

I

~

~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_

I

1

~
~

BRASS

The Knights Table Restaurant
Ti1ne Out Lounge

Monday - Friday
11:30 ,- 2:00 p.m. Lunch
Drink of the Day 1.25
Soup, Salad and Sandwich Bar
$4.25
·soup and Sandwich
$3.25
Hot Chef's Special
$3.75 & up
Dinner ·
Early Bird Speciais
5 to 7 p.m.
4 choices from $4.75
Full course meals beverages ala carte
one night special available all night

~

&
~
LEADEDOLAS!_~

COLLECTOR
DOLLS

'

~

~

B•B SERVICE

Locat.e d in The Quality Inn University
11731 E. Colonial Dr. 282-5074

•

.

Swivel Barstools
SoHdWood
SPfQAt.
PURCHASE

$3100
-

~ V04J wonted a count!'( western ~ne suite
Ond COUIO not oftord tt, he!e's your c:honcel
Hoovy honey pine lum!Je< - reversible

29aoo
COMPLETE .SET

(I

llJ

cusNons '" durable Harculon. INCLUDES:
• ::Olo •Ctloir•Cocktoll loble•2 End To~les

7309 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, Florida
Layawo;,y
<·

1 MILE EAST OF HWY. 436 ON HWY. 50
HOURS MON · FRI 9.9 SAT 9·6 SUN 12-6

282-0370

~:

.

Layaway
7 .-1.>1sAv.n'. ;,ble
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' La Maiicha' sparkles
by Beth Carran
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Step into a world of mythical, mystical, medieval
magic... all the while surrounded by the elegant
modern comforts of the Once Upon A Stage dinner
theater in Orlando. Their current production of
Man of LaMancha is sure to make you leave your
cares behind as you enter the imagination of
Miguel de Cervantes, alias Don Quixote, played by
Ray Michel.
Quixote is a mad buy loveable idealist who fancies himself a knight in shining armor, much to the
embarrassment to his family and potential in-laws.
Sancho, Quixote's loyal sidekick, is winingly
played by John Savin, who has also done a fine job
of directing the show.
Patricia Delaney is the "Lady Dulcinea," who
continually, albeit unsuccessfully, tries to .make
Quixote see that she is not chaste, virtuous women
he envisions. He cannot see her as a common, dirty
serving maid, nor can he see the many setbacks and
misfortunes which befall him as anything other
than challenges to be met in a .knight's "line of duty."
.
Fortunately, the sensible, loveable Sancho is
always there to stand behind Quixote through the
many predicaments in which he finds himself.
Although this is an oft-preformed play, a
welldone production of Man of LaMancha can't fail

have a memorable impact on its audience... to make
us stop and question our own values and ideals.
Should we simply accept the world as it is, Cervantes asks us, or can we retain our sanity and
dignity only by being noconformists, by questioning a system and a society filled with injustices?
Although the questions posed are deep and the
goals lofty, the story itself is thoroughly entertaining..There are many touching, as well as humorous
moments, and the realistic costumes combine with
the cast's enthusiasm ,to ·effectively draw us into
the story.
·
One common drawback of dinner theaters is their
food, and I am happy to report that I thoroughly
enjoyed Once Upon A Stage's all-you-can eat buffet. The salad bar contains a quite satisfying
assortment of items and the buffet entrees include
chicken salas verde, ham in pineapple sauce, poached white flounder in .wine sauce, and succulent top
round of beef au jus. Vegetables include Baked
Carrots Madrid-Chef Jacques' pride-and snowflake
whipped potatoes-not instant-what a relief! Coffee,
tea, and sherbet are included, and specialty
desserts and drinks are available at additional cost.
I personally recommend Dulcinea's Delight!
Tickets start at $16.50 for the nightly, except
Monday, performances, and $13.50 for matinees,
which also may have slightly different menus. Man
of La Mancha will be running through Nov. 25. For
reservations and further information call 422-3191.

East Col·onial Pha.-macy
9448 E. Colonial Drlye
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"Acr~~· from Dada Saving• and F.~eaclom Bank'•

®

· •

•. N!'xt to Checke~ Ga• "

·

·A studenl bites a teacher.
. .
The school psychologist goes berserk.
The substitute teacher is a certified lunatic.
And students graduate who can't read or write.

\h

•

It's Monday morning at JFK High.

•
(limit l prescription)

..

WE WILL SAVE
YOU MONEY
We Can Transfer Refills For You

•
•

•
That's right! Bigger Is not better. What you
want Is the personal service that you get from
our hometown, full service bank. ·
We believe that our bank can be your best
financial partner. We prove It every day of the
year.

TEACHERS
United Artisl5 Prnrnts
An AARON RUSSO Production
An ARTHUR HILLER Film

•

•

NICK NOLTE· Jo'BETH WILLIAMS· JUDD HIR$CH · RALPI-{ MACCHIO
"TEACHERS" ALLEN GARFIELD w..h LEE GRANT •nd RICHARD MULLIGAN

swring
Wrin~n by

W.R. McKINNEY

[l}~ Executive Produm

Produnion Diliignrd by RICHARD MacDONALD DirrrtororP.hoiognphy DAVID M.
Producrdby AARON RUSSO Dirrord Br ARTHUR HILLER

•

WALSH

IRWIN RUSSO

-::0:~"::!:':'"'

.
~ -·
~ R£COlDSANDCAi'i£ITIS.
~
_.r, . ~
Featuring~ mwic of ZZ. 10P ·BOB SEGER ·JOE COCKER· NIGITT RANGER · .38 SPEClAL · THE MCJTEl.S ,. , ' • ,,. .,.
FREDDIE MERCURY · lAN HUNTER · ROMAN HOLl.IDAY · ERIC MARTIN le FRJt:NDS
..: .. ::.. ·-~·~ ....... _ :.

e

-----

IRI ~ - I

·

156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 72_
9

SOUNDTIACXAVAllABUON

STARTS OCTOBER 5th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

@

•OVIEDO. FLORIDA 32765
MEMBER FDIC

(305)365·6611

•
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· 'The Wild Life' suffers from poor plot
by Suanne Boehm
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

"From the creators of Fast Times
at Ridgemont High-something even
faster." That's the advertisement line
" for the new movie The Wild Mfe. Un·
fortunately for the audience, this

movie doesn't move nearly fast
enough to keep you interested.
If I had to pick just one word to
describe The Wild Life, it would have
to be stupid. Some may think that's
being harsh, but believe me, it's an
understatement.
Describing the plot of The Wild.
Life is difficult because it really

doesn't have one. Here's the easiest
way to describe it: it's a story about
the adventures of a group of high
school kids the week before they have
to go back to school for the fall term.
For some details, Bill (Eric Stoltz)
decides to move out of the house and
get his own ''bachelor pad.'' Tom
(Christopher Penn), his friend from

work, moves in with him. But Tom
has girlfriend problems while Bill's
old girlfliend is dating a policeman...
Well you see what I mean by no plot.
Screenwriter Cameron Crowe is
responsible for this mess. The script
shoots off into a million different

SEE.WILD, PAGE 20

Humor

.How to make money off the mentally ill
by Stacie Sclarrlno
1t
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FUTURE STAFF WRITER

If you are a typical UCF student you're probably
pretty well strapped for money · you 're probably
also a few other things I won't go into. Well, you
shouldn't worry too much about where that next
buck is coming from. YOU 've simply got to learn to .
apply a few tricks of human nature and you should
be able to keep yourself in pocket money.
Let me tell you about the experience I had last
week and maybe you'll be able to apply it in some
_
other way.
I happen to enjoy typing. I know its weird, but
I've got a pretty dull social life, so why not?
Anyhow, I was bored one night, so I wandered into
the Student Center typing room and started typing
out of my history book (Hey give me a break; it was
better than accually studying my history!
Pretty soon some guy ran in and offered five
bucks to anyone who could type his paper in a
hurry. Well naturally I took him up on it. In about
three minutes I finshed typing the one page the
guy needed for his English class, which was starting in ten minutes. The poor guy was so grateful
that he not only did he give me the five bucks, he
also bought me a beer.

Now not everyone is going to stumble into situa· decide they don't want what you're offering. Let's
tions like this; I just happened to be in the right stick with typing as an example. Say that they've
place at the right time. But there are a few things decided to type the paper themselves. Well, you
you can do to provoke a money-making situation: simply sit next to them and keep shooting amused
looks in their dir~ction · an uplifted eyebrow will
• A~ways have something on you that someone
really· help. Sooner or later you're going to make
might need. An example: I had an essay test in
them nervous. Act concerned. Ask them if they're
history the other night. Naturally a number of peo· sure they know how to work the machine. Tell them
ple forgot to buy any blue books. Now had I that you'll be glad to show them how to use it. Do
thought ahead, I could have brought some extras this only after they're halfway through with thesealong and scalped them for a quarter apiece. You cond page. The object here is to make them think
could try this, or maybe bring an extra supply of they're doing something wrong, thereby making
sharpened pencils on the day you've got an alge - them so paranoid that they will start messing up.
bra test. You might even consider carrying around What is really good to try here is to stand directly
a few extra calculators to rent out to desperate pee· behind them and give a sharp intake of breath, and
ple whose batteries have run out or something.
then when they ask what's wrong, nonchalantly
•Play on students' weaknesses. This is very im- reply, "Oh, nothing. I'm sure it won't affect your
portant. Maybe they're not willing to shell out a grade."
·
quarter for a 10-cent blue book. Intimidate them.
The main thing to remember is that there is
Keep glancing at· your watch and say stuff like, always someone who has something they'd rather
"Well, maybe you'll be lucky and this will be the pay someone else to do for them than do it
first time in the professor's twenty-year teaching ' themselves, whether it's typing their paper or
career that he'll accept a test that's not in a blue washing their clothes. You've just got to use a little
book. Or ·maybe you'll get A's the rest of the course ingenuity and plant the idea in their heads before
to balance this one out." If you do a good ~nough they resign themselves to doing it th'emselves.
job on them you might even be able to up the price Now, is there anyone·out there who'd be willing to
at this point and still get away with it.
write me a letter to my grandmother in exchange
•Try to make students neurotic. Maybe they for a typing job.

FLORIDA had serious REVENUE CRISES in
1974 , 1983 , ·and 1984 .

What happened to the SALARIES of public employee·s?
1974"

WITH NO UNION REPRESENTATION
Salary freeze for all state employees~
including university faculty and professionals

1983

2.78% Most state employees
5.0% UNITED FA~ULTY OF FLORIDA. bargaining unit

1984_

·a.3% Most state employees
6.0% UNITED FA~ULTY OF FLORIDA. bargaining unit

In a STATE REVENUE CRISIS,

it PAYS to have

Keep the Contract

REPRESENTATION

~NITED

FACULTY of FLORIDA

THE HIGHER EDUCATION AFFILIATE OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIAT ION AND THE
FLORIDA TEACHING PROFESSION-NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
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New York personals: Liberal, creative
by Richard Truett and Tim Kip
FUTURE STAFF WRITERS

·'

A look through the Orlando Sentinel's personal ads will not reveal
anything odd or out of the ordinary:
"Male, white, age 53, wishes to meet
female from age 45-50 for companionship."
A. look through the Village Voice's
personal ads is anything but ordinary-it is downright bizzare by
Florida standards: "Gay white male
paraplegic would like to meet gay
white male or Puerto Rican." This is
not only usual for New York;s Village
Voice, but typical.
One cannot pick up a copy of the
Voice and make any sense out of the
personals immediately because
almost everything is abbreviated.
The following is a list of the most
popular abbreviations that appear in
the Voice:
e BB- Bodybuilder
eJ- Jewish
•Bi- Bisexual
• BD- Bondage and discipline
• 0- Orienta(
eB- Black
Often, groups of abbreviations will
appear together making an ad difficult to decipher: GWJM means gay
white Jewish male; MWM means
married white male; It is not, uncommon to see an ad that reads: "BIWF
into BD seeks B BIM for thrilling
adventures in erotica.'' Translated into English this above ad reads:
"Bisexual white female into bondage
and discipline seeks black bisexual

male for thrilling adventure in
erotica."
These ads are not only bizzare but
interesting, and if you have an odd
sense of humor, they are entertaining.
The following are actual ads taken
from the Village Voice:
•"Classy dame, the extra large variety, 34, tall blonde beauty, mysterious
(even I don't know what I do for a living), multi-talented (can sing, dance,
smoke, and drive at the same time!)
hard head soft heart, guaranteed to
make you smile. Seeks strong sensitive scoundrel, real secure, sorta
crazy; to share things we both enjoy:
walking on the beach, sunsets, wining
and dining, riotuos behavior as well
as quiet moments or just sitting in
the dark watching the prowler in my
back yard (you -may not actually enjoy this, but I will feel better if you
are there)."
•"A balding and average SWM 28
who's shy, warm, intelligent & sensitive seeks SWF who is same (except
bald) for movies, theatre, light
opera.''
•"Are you a heavy woman 25-52
years old, over 5'4", 160-275 lbs who
likes late night serious interludes '
•"Catch of the day, SWJM 33, 5'10
sincere active and vaguely desperate
seeks a spirited SF 25-35 to go dieam
fishing. No straights, fashion flashes,
or heavies. See you at the dock."
•"Happily married WM, 30 loves
spouse · and home, but is contemplating sharing the secret' passions of a similarity situated female
counterpart. Ambivalence a must!
Discretion assured.''

Because you are special to us . . .

.A~i~t~~~;t!AAL :U!
LI
fI

UNIVERSITY
SQUARE

cA~~'6'7i:HAIR

Mon. & Fri. 9-6 Sat. 9-5

~

~

"

• ''Tired of Herpes spoiling your life?
absolutely disease free SWM seeks
same for lasting relationship.''
The Future, in an effort to show that
Floridians will not be outdone-by New
Yorkers is offering as a prize the new
album by Kiss for the person who
comes up with the best personal ad.
The requirements are as follows:
•The personal ad submitted must incorporate the Village Voice format of
abreviations.
•They do not have to be true.
eThe ad submitted should be
creative and humorous.

Copies of the Village Voice can be
found on the 3rd floor of the library
for reference.
A winner will be picked by the Future
editorial board.
Personal ads are also a feature of
the Future. In an effort to encourage
more people to take out personal ads
the Future is offering the following
special rates: $1.00 for four lines.
Maximum 35 letters per line.
Take out a personal ad today. Tell
someone you love them, hate them or
their mouthwash isn't making it!

S:::; \

~

Graduates in Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Computt:r Science, Physics and Business . . :

f'
Design .· .
folr

Win this album! Create a personal ad using the Village Voice format

•

(

Tues., Wed., Thurs., 9- 7 ·

-r---------------·
HAIRSTYLES FOR:

_Al_om_a_Av_e·...----....
-:

I
University Blvd. Kmart

:
•

STUDENTS 'ONLY:
Men Reg. $14.00
Now .

. --------------

,!! ~~~

>

:i...-a·...............

678-2976

UNIV BLVD. AND GOLDENROD RD .
In Winn Dixie Shopping

Pl~za

1

-~

• OFFICE SUPPLIES
• OFFICE FURNITURE
•MACHINES
·• DRAFTING &ENGINEERING SUPPLIES

9AM TO 5:30PM
MON THAU SAT
7464 UNIV. BLVD
WINTER PARK

1

Itdoestit
•
take long·
to get to the edge
Orlando

Melbourn~.

Attend the
Harris Open House
Technology's leading edge is as dose as an hour's drh·e to
Melbourne, Florida. TI1at's where Harris Corporation has created
a world of exciting innovation in a hroac.I spn:trum of dectronic
technologies.
'
·
Harris. Honda's largest industrial employer, is a Fortune 200
·company with sales of !2 billion. We produce state-of-the-an
communication, information proct.'SSing and microelectronic
produ<.:ts for the worldwide information technology market. Our
employees tl >tal :110,000, and our products are sold in more than
I 00 nation'i around die globe.
We'll bt: hosting an Open House on Tut'S<lay, October 9th.
from 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm in the Uniwrsity of Central Florida
Dining Room. Refreshments will bt: served. On-campus interviews will Ix: held on Wt:dnt'S<lay. October 10th. Contact vour
Placement Office to make arrcl11gemenl'i.
·
We sh;.ire pri<.k in the achiev<:m<:nt'i of our .~00 l.'mployn:s
·from the l 'niversity of Central Florida. Harris want~ to he ;1 part·
ner in your career devdopment. too. That's why you'll imml'c.li·
atdy n:ccin: challt:nging assignml'nt'i that will :.tn:tch your ·
abilities. And vou'll work in an environment that will kt \'Ou
go as far as yciur ahilities will take you.
·
So why go all the way to Silicon \ 'allc.:y. whl'n Silicon Ht:al·h b
only an hour away~ Attend the Harri~ ( >pc1i I louse: am.I find out
how close the leading edge really is.
We are an equal opportunity t:mployt:r M'F/1-1 '

fp,HARRIS
".

IF IT' S HAPPENING IN ELECTRONICS .
IJ S f1APPENING ~ Hl!RRIS

..
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P atsy Jackson: Advertising executive.
boil down to?
field," she said.
"Basically, an account executive is like a movie Did she have any suggestions, I wondered, for the
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
producer," Jackson replied thoughtfully. "He or _s tudent interested in pursuing an advertising
she is responsible for seeing a project through, career.
The title "advertising account executive" con- from beginning to end, and making sure all the ''Yes, definitely - be there! Volunteer to stick on
jures up, for many of us, visions of a glamorous, rough spots are ironed out. The key word is 'flow'- labels, if you have to, but get yourself into an
fast-paced lifestyle filled with power and excite- everything has to be coordinated, all at once and all advertising environment. You have to get a feeling
ment, highlighted with elegant dinners and lun- on schedule. As account executive, you represent for it," she advised. "Be willing to work for free to
cheons.
your firm to the client. Although you will meet with get the experience · advertising is a fast-paced
Is this description realistic or a mere fantasy ·of the writers and artists, you are the one ultimately field, and an employer won't have the time to train
our overworked imaginations? To find out, I inter- responsible for the marketing strategy, and for you in such things as terminology. they need soviewed Patsy Carter Jackson, account executive making sure the client's time schedule and budget meone who has a sense of the flow, who can basicaland creative director for Stephen Wells & are adhered to.''
ly jump right-in and take over."
Associates, a Winter Park advertisingublic relaAnother point I would like to mention· don't feel
Sounds like a pretty hefty assignment· and what
tions agency.
like you have to become pushy, cold and tough to
additional duties come with the position of
Jackson, a petite, ebullient, energetic woman in
succeed in advertising,." she added. An aggressive
creative director?
her early 30's appears to be the embodiment of the
"As creative director, I have a little more input, attitude is an asset, but you don't have to give up
long-sought perpetual motion machine. As she jugrather than just approval, of each step of the pro- your warmth and human sensitivity."
gled three phone calls, an unexpected visit from a
Finally, I asked the question we've all · been
ject. I do more of the writing myself, and actually
client, and this interview - all with unflustered ease
sit down with the artists and vendors to plan each waiting for: is the life of an account executive the
· I decided to put a check beside "fast-paced", at
phase. I'm also in charge of any broadcast protions ,glamourous adventure we often imagine it to be?
least.
of a client's advertising package. There is a little
Jackson has not achieved her present career
more satisfaction in being a creative director
Jackson looked pensive. "Yes, it really is, but
status, however, without considerable personal ef·
because you're· actually in there, doing the maybe 'fulfilling' would be a better word. yes,
fort. She received her bachelor's degree in jour'creative work'. You really feel a part of it all," she there are many opportunities for travel and for dinnalism from the University of Missouri School of
ners and parties with clients. But remember, when
said.
Journalism in 1975, working as a radio announcer
What about educational requirements? What you're meeting with a client, even though you have
and reporter while attending school. After graduakind of job market can a graduate in this field ex· to appear to be relaxed and having a good time,
you 're really under a lot of pressure. Your mind is
tion she moved into the world of television, perforpect?
"If you're sure ad:vertising is what you want, working constantly, preparing answers to any
ming such varied duties as news anchoring and
reporting, and directing and producing commer-. definitely go with the advertising major," Jackson questions you might be asked. You might be askadvised. "If, on the other hand, you're not 100 per- ed. You are expected to be an expert, and it can
cials.
cent certain, I'd stay with a communications ma-; really be a draining experi~nce.''
This work with commercials introduced her to
jor, leaning more and more toward adverising as
t he field of advertising. Jackson's first job in the
Orlando area, broadcast producer at an advertis- · your goals become clearer."
''On the plus side, you are constantly meeting
"As for the job market, I don't think it's realistic new and different people, and becoming familiar
ingrena, as she took on the responsibilities of
to expect to walk straight from the campus into a with so mal)y varied job fields. This learning itself
writing, producing and directing all the agency's
position as account executive. You'll be more likely is very exciting and challenging. Besides, in what
radio and television ads.
to start as an assistant. How fast you progress other career can you saunter into the offices of
In her current position at Stephen Wells &
depends on how much you want it. If you give it all company presidents and get to know the internal
Associates, she is in charge of broadcast producyou've got, you can do it, and once you've reached workings of their organizations? You're constantly
tion ~- the agency has its own audio and video
the top, you'll have a- great flexibility. There is a growing, in knowledge as well as personally - yes,
studio-· and also performs the duties of creative
good deal of moving around in the advertising I'd sum it up as fulfilling'."
director and account executive. What does this all
by Beth Carron
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TO UCF JUNIORS, SENIORS
AND GRAD STUDENTS!
. AN INVITATION TO
OPEN YOUR OWN. CHARGE ACCOUNT
WITH ROBINSON'S.
No previous credit experience requir~d.

See our representatives
on campus, ·October 8-12.
Robinson's welcomes you to our Altamonte Man·or Fashion Square
stores. Where you'll find the best selections in fashion merchandise,
NOW as a charge customer.

SPONSORED BY:
BEfA ALPHA PSI
STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY
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Four new music video channels bow
by Joe Jervis
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

• Sting, Tracy Ullmann, and John
Gielgud are currently in production
for Plenty, a movie set to be released
next October.
•Purple Rain has grossed over 50
million in its first 50 days of release.
•Due for October release: Lou
"Hulk" Ferrigno in Seven Magnificent Gladiators.
•Also in production, due for release
early next year: Morons From Outer
Space, Neon Maniacs, and Dream
Child.
•Spanish International Network
(SIN), the Spaflish language network,

WORLD
FROM PAGE 13
bowls and vases, leather
purses and accessories,
ceramic vases, straw bags
and baskets and handwoven
rugs.

has announced that it now reaches
almost 30 million US households, and
85% of total Spanish-speaking
households.
hrissie Hyde has tied the knot with
Simple Minds lead singer Jim Kerr.
•After the release of their soon-to-beout live album, Police frontman Sting
will record a solo album.
•Hang on to the cable switcher ...
three new 24-hour video music channels are set to start between now and
the end of next year:
eBlack Entertainment Network (BET) started up Oct. 1, featuring
primarily soul and jazz artists ... no
Orlando cable systems have picked
the service up.
eMusic Video Network (owned by

ENTERTAINMENT BEAT

JOE JERVIS
TBS) starts up on Oct. 26 and will
have no live VJ's, only voice announcements. No word on whether
any Orlando cable systems will be
takers ... however Ted Turner has lots
of clout.. .
•MTV 2 will be aimed at the 25-49
year old market, lots of AC acts,
MOR standards etc ... and no!!! heavy
metal. It probably stands the best
chance of success since MTV has all
the machinery in motion from its first
channel. Word is that their staff will

hardly increase. Start-up date: Jan. 1,
1985.
•Elton John concert dates ... Tampa
Oct. 12, Miami Oct. 13, Orlando Oct.
14.
•"Relax" by Frankie Goes to
Hollywood has surpassed world wide
sales of 6 million copies: It's now the
biggest selling single in the history of
England, beating out Paul McCartney's "Mull of Kintyre." Frankie's
debut album will be The Pleasure
Dome and will include covers of "Do
You Know the Way to San Jose?",
and "Born to Run." Their U.S. tour is
set to start this month. I '11 give you
the dates as I get them.
eNew Joan Jett- Glorious Results of
a Misspent Youth due Oct. 15.

Good friends won't leave you flat.

The Gallery of Arts and
History should not be missed,
either. It houses many ancient artifacts and a special
display showing a traditional
Moroccan wedding.
After all the shopping and
entertainment, it was time for
~ special treat to really enter
into the Morroccan spiritdinner at the Restaurant
Marakesh. Morocco's national dish, cous cous, is offered in three varieties: lamb,
vegetable, and chicken, a personal favorite. This scrumptious semolina-based dish is a
dining experience you will
long remember!

WILD
FROM PAGE 17
tangents and never stays on
one situation long enough to
develop it. Besides not being
coherent, the script contains
some of the most inane
dialogues I've ever heard.
The actors' performances
are not particularly noteworthy with the exception of two.
Christopher Penn's performance is noteworthy because
he plays a character extremely similar to the one his
brother Sean Played in Fast
Times At Ridgemont High-dumb, California blond interested in partying and girls.
The other performance, and
the only standout one is from
Rick Moranis from SCTV as a
new wave clothes salesman.
He's terrific as the drippy guy
trying to play ''Mr. Cool.''
The rest of the film is
nothing special. The directing
and cinematography are
average at best. Even the
music by Edward Van Halen
and Donn Lindee is disappointing.
Final advice: skip this
movie. The Wild Life is a boring two h~urs.

.

•
· The moon was up, the stars
were out and-pfftt!-your rear
tire was down. Good thing there
was a phone nearby. And a few
good friends who were willing
to drive a dozen miles, on a
Saturday night, to give you a
lift. When you get back, you
want to do more than just say
"thanks:' So tonight, let it be
LOwenbrau.

•
•

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
•

[~.Future
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.Bobcats· slash Knights 39·13
line, forcing a field goal attempt on the fourth
down and four. The Bobcats drive started on
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
the SWT six yard line.
The Bobcats got the ball again, after stopp_ The Knights' football team moved back to
ing the Knights in four downs leaving UC:f
square one last Saturday as t hey suffered
punter Glenn McCoinbs to punt from behind their fourth loss of the season to Southwest
his own 15 yard line. The punt was downed in
Texas, 39-13.
the UCF 43 yard line by the Bobcats.
The SWT Bobcats knocked UCF out of the
After a seven yard pick-up by running back
winner's saddle in less than .three hours in
Eric Cobble, starting SWT quarterback Rene
San Marcos, fexas. When the smoke cleared,
¥aldondo completed his only pass of the
the Bobcats had outgained the UCF offensive
game to Kevin Micketts for a 36 yard
unit, 535 yards to 206. Bobcat running back
touchdown pass. The drive that covered 43
Pat Franklin led all rushers in the game with yards only elapsed.20 seconds from·the game
124 yards on 16 carries and accounted for two
clock. Neunhoffer kicked the extra point to
touchdowns.
. give· the Bobcats a 10-0 lead.
Robert Ector, UCF freshman running back,
In the second quarter Thyhsen and comran for 74 yards in 17 attempts. His longest
pany tried to climb back into the game.
run was only 19 yards. Ector, the Knights'
Thyhsen found Ted Wilson open for a 29 yard
leading scorer this season with 26 points
touchdown pass. The Knights ' drive took on(four touchdowns and one two point conver- · ly 1:54 and covered 52 yards in six plays.
sion), was held to scoreless in the game.
In the second quarter David Longhofer
For Dana Thyhsen, it was another rough
relieved SWT starting quarterback Maldonday. The UCF senior quarterback completed
do. On Longhofer' s third possession he
only eight of 23 attempted passes for 122
engineered his club on an 80 yard drive, conyards. Thyhsen also drew two interceptions
suming 4:37. On a third and 20 yards to go on
in th~ game, both in the second half, and was
the SWT 10 yard line Bobcat quarterback
sacked twice in the first half.
Longhofer .connected with Courtney Lane for
Neal Neunhoffer put SWT on the score a 29 yard pass, for te first down.
board first with a 44 yard field goal, at 7:52 in
Again, on third and three on the UCF 42,
the first quarter. UCF halted the Bobcats
first drive of the game at the Knight 27 yard
SEE LOSS, PAGE 23
by Scott Gunnerson
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Skiers sweep trials, move to Nationals
by Bret Feeny
FUTURE STAFF wRITER

.

The UCF w~ter-ski team finished
first in the Southern Regional Team
Trials on Saturday. The first place
finish qulifies UCF for the Interiil.ill~'1 collegiate National Comp.e tition,
which is being held in California of
Oct. 13 and 14.
Butch Allen, the president_of the
team, feels UCF has a good chance of
. winning the national title. "The team
as a whole looks very strong." he
commented, "We have a young team
that is very aggressive and wants the
' national title.''
In the men's division .Butch Allen
placed third in the slalom event and
,..;_ . fifth in the trick-skiing.event and Ron
Thompson finished fourth in the
jump competition. In the women's
Bret Feeney/Future division Kerri Lasey finished second
The highly ranked UCF water ski team has earned the right to move on tC; in both slalom and trick-skiing
national competition to be held in California.
·
events, and Shannon McLin finished

third in the jump competition.
The top two schools in Saturday's
competition qualified for the nationals. Florida Southern College
placed second behind UCF and was
the other school to qualify. There are
seven regions in the United States;
Florida makes up the Southern .
Region along with eight other
schools. All of the schools across the
country compete on the same level
because there are no division levels in
water-skiing like there are in other
college sports.
There are three different events in
both men's and women's waterskiing competition. The events are
slalom, trick-skiing and jumping.
Five skiers compete in each event for
a team. In scoring the events each
place is worth a predetermined amout
of points based on the amount of
skiers in the competition. Then the
total amount of points for each team
· is added up to determine how each
one finishes.

Golf team to start season in ·Stetson Tournament
by Bret Feeney
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

·ding to Mendel. The first two tournaments are just
being considered, by Mendel, as warm ups for the
Florida intercoUegiate Championship, which is

UCF's men's golf team begins their fall seaso_n
this week with the Stetson Intercollegiate tournament.

coming up in November. Mendel says the Florida
Intercollegiate will be the first real test for the
Division I level.

Although there are only three returning players
this year, head coach Wayne Mendal feels they
have a good chance of winning it. UCF is defending
c_hampion of this annual tournament.

The top five players who will be playing in the
Stetson tournament are John Weiss, Mike
Freeman, Scott Heuler, Yngve Nilsson and David
Popp.
The men's team finished sixth in the NCAA Division II Championship last year. The three returning players are Freeman, Heuler and Nilsson.
Freeman was an All-American last year.

Golf was one of the sports to move up to di vision
I this year at UCF and it is hard to predict what
kind of season the Knights are going to have, accor-

The women's golf team played their season
opener last week in Tallahasse. It was not a good
tournament for them. They got off to a bad start the first day, and although they made a strong effort they never could catch up. The team did not
get to play a practice round before the tournament
because of a delay due to transportation problems.
This gave the other teams an advantage over UCF.
The five players that competed in last week's
tournament were Sharon · Smith, Mary Anne
McDevitt, Cathy Brice, Teresa Wall and Juli
Howard. Smith shot the low score for the team with
a total of 227 for the three days.
The women's team placed third in the NCAA
Division II Championships last year.
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Save 15.00

6210 S. Orange Blossom Trail

Corner of Aloma &: 436
Winter Park
3098 Aloma Ave.

859·6171

677·5488

8 a.m. • 9 p.m.
2 Blocks South of Oak Ridge

1 Block West of Sliver Star & Pine Hiiis
541 O Silver Star Rd .

.289·8230
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

SAVE 1.00

Orlando
Ooen 7 Days a Week

7 a.m. • 11 p.m.

Corner of Semoran & Curry Ford
5687 Curry Ford Rd.

282·0572

Good thru 10-9-84
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Volleyball breaks even, 5·10

FROM PAGE 21

t

Longhofer made the right call when
the option quarterback pitched to
Dwayne Orr, SWT running back, who
powered his way down the left
sideline for 26 yards and a first down.
Eric Cobble rushed for a touchdown
at 3:35 in the second quarter. SWT
made sure UCF would not tie up the
game, a two point conversion when
Kevin Micketts caught Lee Lundin' s
pass to give SWT an 11 point lead going into halftime; 18-7.
UCF drew first blood in the third
quarter after SWT fell victim · to a
holding penalty. Elgin Davis, UCF
career rushing leader with · 1,019
yards as a sophomore, scored on a
third and goal from the two yard line.
The Knights went for two, on the
extra point attempt, but Thyhsen's
pass was incomplete to leave the
score, 18-13. Davis scored at 9:18 in
the third quarter.
The Bobcats came out fighting and
scored in 2:44 when Pat Franklin took
the pitch from Longhofer on the. left
side and then went right up the middle for a five yard touchdown. Cobble
added two more points when he
received a pitch right to cap the 80
yard drive, bringing the score to
26-13.
The Bobcats got another big play
out o£ F rankli·n who broke tackles
from almost every Knight defender
on his way to a 31 yard touchdown
run. This drive covered 75 yards to
put SWT ahead, 32-13.

,

.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - = - - their matches. She feels most of the
problerp is emotional stress the
by Laura Umphenour

down physically, but she adds that
before they can win any of their tough
players are having to deal with.
matches each player is going to have
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
"Going into Division I play has t}J.e to learn to deal with the emotional
------------team
dazzled. They feel pressured by pressure and go into the game with a
The UCF volleyball team stands
what's
expected of them and they are winning attitude.
5-10 after traveling to Athens and
letting
the pressure cloud their game.
Atlanta, Georgia last weekend.
The
team
has the potential to be realWhile the Lady Knights and King
The Lady Knights traveled to
ly
good
and
they
aren't
using
all
of
were
in Georgia, assistant coach
Atlanta last Friday to go up against
..
their
potential,"
she
explained
Li~dh
was in Jacksonville watClaes
Duke University. The Knights lost
ching
a
high
school tournament.
the match in three -straight games,
King
said
she
can
only
do
so
much
Lindh
said
the
high school season
15-13, 15-4, 15-4.
for the team, like getting them in bet- ends the same week as the college
The Knights then went to Athens ter physical condition so they can season so he's been -going to some
Saturday afternoon to take on the handle the physical J:?ressures of a high school games to look at some of
the players.
University of Georgia. The Knights game.
also lost this match in three straight
games, 15-4, 15-3, 15-13.
She said since this is the team's
The Lady Kinights travel to
. Saturday evening the Knights went first year in NCAA Division I comtip against Georgia Tech in Atlanta petition, they have to do a lot of Lakeland for a tri-match against
and won the match in three straight traveling to play some of the teams South Florida and host Florida
games, 15-3, 15-3, 15-13.
that have been in Division I for some Southern. The next home game is
Head coach Lyn King doesn't know time and have their reputations built. Oct. 10 against Florida A and M
why the team isn't winning more of all of this traveling can wear a player University.

l'""""'.'-:"""'."':"'.......- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

D GOLF TOURNAMENT
The second event in the Recreational
Services "Home on The Range" golf
series, a 2-person best ball tournament, will be held next Friday on the
UCF golf range six hole course.
DWOMEN'S RUGBY

comming season. Practices are held
at McCracken Field (next to Tinker
Field) on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings at 6:00. If you want to
learn Rugby, improve your fitness,
and compete in statewide play, contact Clare at 275-0042.
D DISK GOLF WINNERS

The Orlando "Alouettes"
Women's Rugby Football Club is
having a membership drive for the

Doug Friedlander and Doug Meyers
combined for a best disk score of 4

SPORTS BRIEFS
under par, 56, last week on the UCF
Disk Golf Course to capture the fjrst
Intramural Tournament of this
season. The two successfully met
the windy challenge of Huricane·
Isadore and out-distanced the field
by seven shots.
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YE STE RDA Y'S RESTAURANT Ir
PUB
presents
• B.B.Q. Pork or Chicken, Baked
Beans, Potato Salad, and Corn on
the Cob, 1·7 Sunday Oct. 7 ·
• Games, Prizes, and Live Entertain·
ment
• WHOO .Radio Bill Michaels, Ap·
pearing between 3·5
• FREE T·.Shirts, hats and bumper
stickers
• Across from Eckerds Shopping
Center in Union Park
Don't Forget
UCF NIGHT EVERY THURSDAY·.
50~ DRAFT BEER ALL NIGHT

S, ~.r./'5=.;:.»~.,,a_;....,......,..........;......._;.,.rJ.: ~A-...r;. . .,,;.
. . . . . . . . . ..A""
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The Association of International Students
Will hold a meeting this Friday - Oct 12 at 5:00 p.m. to get
together to form committees to _work on all upcoming events
for 1984-85.
If intereste·d the meeting will be held at the Student Center Rm. 152, or call 257-2653.
We Welcome .New Membersl

• • 1 ··~ ••.
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Knight runners
defeat Rollins
point, the runner who came in
second wins two points, and
so on. The position a runner
firiishes in is the number of
points they receive. The
points of all the team
members is combined to give
the total number of points
earned by that team.
The men's and women's
next meet is the Florida State
University Invitational
tomorrow in Tallahassee. The
men will run five miles and
the women will run 5,000
meters, which is a little over
three miles.
Both teams will compete at
the University of Florida Invitational Oct. 19 in Gaines
ville. The women's team will
compete in the state cham·
pionship meet in Tampa Oct.
27. The men's team will take
on stetson here Oct. 31.

by Laura Umphenour
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

UCF's cross-country teams
beat Rollins College in men's
and women's competition at a
meet hosted by UCF Sept. 29.
The men's team, coached by
Tom Metts, took the top five
positions across the line to
beat Rollins 15-46. The
women's team, also coached
by Metts, took the first, second, and third places, downing Rollins 17-39. The men's
team ran five miles and the
women's team ran three
miles.
The scoring procedure in
cross-country is done differently than in most sports.
The fewer points you get the
better you are. The runner
who wins first place earns one

f

Tim Barto/Future

Both the men's and the women's squads won their races as UCF stormed past Rollons Col- _
lege.

We Do More
Than Keep The Books

•
~~If you nev~r

AT YOUR LIBRARY

heard of VISTA,
it's because you
never needed
VISTA,,-James Earl Jones

SUN STATE FORD MAKES
IT EASY TO DRIVE!
WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

FREE:

.
.
==

.

1984

SALES &
SERVICE

Thunderbird
Turbo Coup~

•

~ ·~

:-" •.
" i~

.. ·.:

. ...

Extended Service Plan

The Ford Extended Service Plan is acontract o i. 1ween you and Ford Motor Company thal protects you
aga1ns1 unexpected repair costs on an extensive list
of rn a)Orcomponents, and lets you drive with peace of
m1nr1 .

..
..

24 MONTH
or
24,000 MILE
Maximum Coverage Plan

COME IN TODAY
FOR A TEST DRIVE

•
•
•
•

COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PAR1S DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK 'LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER

APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR

•

NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

•
.·

...
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Knights duel with Akron Zips next week
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•

Head Coach Lou Saban feels that his young players must
gain maturity to win.

It's back to the basics for the UCF football
team, 1-4 as the Knight head coach Lou
Saban and his staff try to coerce their young
ballclub to mature.
The Knights lost close to 45 players to
academics, injuries and personal problems.
Without the 45, Saban is left with only a
handful of upper-classmen and a whole lot of
greenhorn freshman and sophomores.
The Knights' record is a surprise to Saban,
only because he feels that UCF was lucky to
beat Western Kentucky in the closing
moments, 35-34 two weeks ago.
Now things are back to normal after the
Knights were trounced last Saturday by
Southwestern Texas, 39-13.
The Knights didn't make an abundent
amount of mistakes against SWT, just one
fumble and two interceptions. But they did
make crucial mistakes at times when they
needed big plays. That is the job ahead of the
UCF coaching staff, to mature the young
Knights into a winning unit.
W~at we have is a very young football
team that is trying to do the best they can"
Saban said. ''After looking at the films, there
is no question that we are not very good ,on

d!1

defense and our quarterback had an atrocious
night. When w:e have that combination, we
are going to be in trouble."
UCF senoir quarterback Dana Thyhsen
finished the SWT game completing eight of
23 passes for 122 yards. Thyhsen also threw
two interceptions, both in the second half
As far as Saban can see, UCF football is at
rock bottom. "We probably could't get much
lower in a football program·than we are right
now. Through my career, for the most part,
I've been rebuilding ballclubs. I don't recall
being at this level at any time before," he
said. "We can't look back," he added. "We've
got to get our team ·p repared for Akron.''
This weekend UCF will host in Orlando
Stadium, the Akron Zips on Saturday at 7:30
p.m. The Zips are also agonizing with a 1-4
record. Akron, a member of the Ohio Valley
Conference, lost to Middle Tennessee, 16-3
last Saturday. ·
The Zips are led by sophomore quarterback
Vernon Stewart who completed eight of 23
passes last week. On the year Stewart has
completed 47 of 111 passes for 711 yards.
Stewart's favorite target is junior Willie
Davis. Davis has accounted for over half of
Stewart's pass production, 24 catches for 467
yards (19.5 yards per catch).

Horse Rentals
Bought & Sold

LAZ'l l STABLES
RENTALS

•

I•

•

I••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

2480 Rouse Rd.
Orlando, FL 32807

(305) 282-2197
(305) 27 5-6925

BIKE KING

UCF FOOTBALL

(formerly Pedals & Pistons)

Cruisers · From
$139.50
-"\:J'
'

NEED A RIDE TO THE GAME?

. (jff~

Sales • Repairs • Accessories
• New • Used Bikes •
Open 7 Days

Busses depart from SLOVAK GARDENS at
6:00 p.m. October 6, 1984
Party be g ins a t 5:00 p.m.

.,

275·3976

Colonial c

535 N. Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, FL

Flowing. Kegs on each bus · Live M usic by
WTOM · Unlimited Kegs · Da ne ing all nig ht
long ... $5.00
·
$2.00 after the game (at the door.)
Ticket Info: 273-5870

Q

i

Would you like to create and share
your own romantic moment?
Would you like to enhance your
relationship with that one special
pe~on?
·

0

>

g

[]

l!
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Then savour the experience of

Take University to 436
go rig.ht 4-5 miles to
Howell Branch turn right .
go two blocks, SLOVAK
GARDENS on the right

University

1-----------------+---------Alo ma

',

",
,
,,"

It's more than just a game,
Cush is the gift of romance.

AVAILABLE NOW AT THE
Courtesy_of the PIKE TRAIN
~' .
UCF BOOKSTORE
,
,, d /e/l'~IJ{,1
~
m<YllU3nf a«tai/.J :f()j,t, ..
.
r

Slovak
Gardens

Semoran
North
Gardens
Howell Branch

Burger King

,
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Lady Knights ranked fourth in national poll
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Lady Knights they needed to concentrate to secure a win. "Our patience
helped us out a lot and we didn't lose
our concentration which rewarded us
with two goals," said Barker. The
same patience and concentration held
William and Mary at .bay every time
they tried to score a goal.

UCF women's soccer team spent
the past weekend in a grueling tournament at George Mason University
in Fairfax. This was only the second
and third games of the season for the
One of the more outstanding plays
Lady Knights.
of the game involved a. little double
teaming on the part of Mary Varas
UCF won its first confrontation and Michelle Ackers. Varas stole a
against Willian and Mary College, back pass from one of their defenders
2-0. "William and Mary is an ex- and Ackers headed it in, providing
cellent tea~~ and the players were UCF with their first goal.
fairly matched," said assistant coach
Bill Barker. Since this was only the
The second match on the following
second game of the season for the day did ~ot go so well for the Lady

Knights. George Mason University added. In spite of the efforts of the
Lady Knights, George Mason managdefeted the Knights 3-2.
ed to score with fifteen seconds reAccording to Barker, "Mentally maining in the half, breaking UCF's
they were ready and toughened for concentration. This goal seemed to be
the conflict. This game was a battle the wind that turned the tide in favor
from start to finish." After experien- of George Mason.
ceing a tough first day of play the
Lady Knights were feeling the effects
.
UCF did not come home emptyfrom the day before. "We weren't
mentally prepared for the more ex- handed, however; they brought four
perienced team. This was only our se- All-Tournament players with them. ·
cond and third game and possibly the Kathy Mulqueeny, Mary and Jean
tenth for George Mason, so they had Varas and Michelle Ackers became
the edge of experience," said Barker. the members of the George Mason
University All-Tournament team.
They
also came home to the news that
'.'I felt we were in control of the
. match during the first half, and their national ranking had been lifted
· Ackers did some good scoring," he from number twelve to number four.

uc·FDowns a tough FIT
particularly tough, but they showed good
character,'' said Rudy.

by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

In one of' the more unusual games of the
season, UCF men's so·ccer team defeated FIT
3-2 in overtime Sept. 25.
According to head coach Jim Rudy the odd
feature of this match was that no matter how
the Knights hammered FIT they could not
hold them back. "We dominated them
through the first half, but they st~ll scored
twiCe, ''' he said.
The Knights played one of their better attack games of the season. ''We hammered
them with e·verything we had, and we did
everything we could but score," said Rudy.
FIT was not one of the better teams to be
pitted against UCF this season. "They're not

For the Knights this was also a very emotional game. In seven scoring attempts they
hit the posts with four additional balls clearing off the line. FIT' s goalkeeper managed to
grab five saves against the Knights, adding
to the fustration already building. Along
with the foiled goal attempts the Knights had
to endure a string of ankle tapping assorted ·
fouling techniques by FIT, according to
Rudy.

DELTA TAU DELTA
FRATERNITY

WITH ROOM TO GROW!
An Experience in:
• Le_a dership • Personal Growth
• Brotherhood • Academic Achievement
All those interested in joining

CALL: 275-4364 or 678-0121

In spite of FIT's dubious attempts at winn~
ng any way they could, UCF held them back
2-2 in the second half, forcing overtime play.
UCF made a great comeback during the overtime play, wiping out FIT 3-2.

A RECOGNIZED LEADER
IN THE FRATERNITY W'ORLD

--!;~
. choosing'.the finest-ar4Kgold ;
college ring from ArrCarved~ '·
Designed and handcrafted for ·
lasting value, an ArtCarved t4l
gold college ring is now more
affordable than ever. For a lim- ·
ited time only, you can save $2 5
011 the style of your choice. Stop
by to see the entire ArtCarved
collection and custom options.
Remember, it's your year
for gold!

lOK Sale
Oct. 8 ·Oct. 12
Hours 9-3
UCF Bookstore

ANNIVERSARY SALE!
MORE SOFTWARE FOR LESS.
EPSON, OKITADA AND
OTHER PRINTERS AT
DISCOUNT PRICESI

HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 - 7
SATURDAY 10 - 6

STAR GEM.INI lOX PRINTER
ONLY $289
• BLANK DISKETTES FROM $17.95

894·3304
HERNDON PLAZA ACROSS FROM FASHION SQ. MALL

DISCOUNT PRICES
KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF
/

SoftwareUnlimited
The Program Discount Store.
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For help with parties call UCF Representative: Paul Kadanec, 282-9442.
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UCF
Alumni Association
Student Government
& PAC

UCF
Homecoming
Concert
1984
.

·Friday, Oct. 26
-Limited Seating

\

•

8pm

/
UCFGYM

Get your !ickets Now - .

Students

$7~00

Available At All Select-A-s-e at outlets
Plus UCF Student Government & UCF Bookstore

Faculty, Staff & Alumni: ·$9.00 - General Public: $13.00
,,

·CAMPUS COUPONS7WIN A WEEK IN HAW
•r---------------------~
INft?EC~Y,\~~l~';.~~~YR!
Here's your chance to use the film Hollywocxfs top filmmakers use in
their multi· m1ll1on-dollar productions now adapted for use in your
35mm camera by Seattle FilmWorks. And at a cost less than you're used
to paying for him Enjoy micro-line gram and rich color saturation. Shoot
in bright or low light. And GET PRINTS OR SLIDES OR BOTH from the
same roll. Don't miss your chance to
be shooting this 1ncred1ble film. We can
only make you this great offer
because we're confident you'll
become a regular customer
once you 've tried il Fill out
the coupon and mail today to
the address 1nd1cated on other
side

•

umlr of 2 rolls per cuscom<r.

~°J:~,~~f'~.=V!tar• registered

•

Offer docs not indud• procruing. Procru ECN-11.

0 !984 S.attl• FilmWorks

I

·j

---------------------
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SAVE74C%
ADAY

The smartest and most economical way to follow
the latest news from the worlds of:

Introducing Q-tips®
Cosmetic Applicators.

EDUCATION

POLITICS

MUSIC

HEALTH

off TIME's $1 .75 cover price with th is
special student rate of just 45¢ an issue!
(TIM E's basic subscription rate is 89¢ an issue.

1-800-621-480
(In Illinois call 1-800-972-8302)
Ask for TIME offer # 179166
Or mail this order form in today!

\

Yes! Send me

. ;, I

.

25¢ I

STORE COUPON

Save 25¢

I save 74% off the $1 .75 cover price.

when you buy
Q-tips®CosmeticApplicators

I

~I

(TIM E's basic subscription rate is 89¢ an issue.)
D Payment enclosed . D Bill me later.

I1

DEALER : Chesebrough-Pond 's Inc., P.O. Box 1000, Clinton , IA52734,
will reimburse you coupon value plus 8¢ provided you comply with
these terms. Coupon is nontransferable and will be void if presented
through agenci es, brokers or other non-retail distributors of our merchand ise unless speciall y authorized by us or if you fai l to show adeq ~a.te' product_purchase substa ntiation. Cou pon is void if use is proh1b1ted , re stricted or taxed . Coupon has no cash va lue wit hout
simultaneous purchase. Limit one coupon per purchase.
Expiration date: June 30, 1985.

I
I
fli
1

Mr./ Ms.

25

¢

I

..... .....
~

~~

SCIENCE
<E1 1984 Tim e Inc .
TCB19C

.......... .........................
~

Year stud ies end

Name of College or University

I

oos21 1os106

Zi

State

City

..~~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - _J
~

Apt. No

Address

2b3 · 7~5

:
I

issues of TIME at the
incredib ly low student rate of 45¢ an issue .
(Minimum order 20, maximum order 104.)

BEHAVIOR

The basic subscription rate good in U.S. only. Where no term is indicated. th
minimum will be served. Orders for less than the minimum term are not acceptabl
If less than the proper amount is sent. the number of issues will be prorated at th
per-copy rate indicated. Rate good in U.S. only.' Rates include postage.
Oller expires Nov. 15. 1984.
~~~~
~~~~~
...-...-~ -

.....

.....
Win a Firstours Week in Waikiki!

~~~~

.......... .............................................
~

Campus Coupons and Firstours will send a lucky winner and a friend on an exciting weeklong vacation in beautiful Hawaii-airfare, hotel, lei greeting, transfers, welcome breakfast
and more all included. See contest rules and entry blank on reverse side-and get your free
Whole Hawaii Catalog from Firstours!
~~~~~~

.........................

~~

~

~~

.................... ..........
~

To order SI call

Or mail to:
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
541 North Fairbanks Court
Chicago, Illinois 60611

----~------------------------------NO EXPIRATION DATE

any style

ffi

tr
~

~
jJ

~

~
:o

U

Mr. Dealer Raau· FOO<ls. Inc.. Packaged FOO<ls Division of Chesebrough·Pond's Inc.. will
re1mbu1se you for !he face value of lhfs coupon plus 8~ for handhn~ ii you receive II on !he

~

B'ohlblled 1a1ed or reslrlcled. Customer must pay anfi reQuired sales 1ax. Good only In the c
8 2
mall lo

1

if ~~~u~1 \~ c5tv~~ ~~c~~~nci ~~~~~~;dsro~~Jefu~~:tn°~~~~01s~~~~cl~~~ns~~~~i1.se~fci'W

8

~ Ra~~F~~.~~~ ~b gg~ 1&b~cirn~:.~~: ~/J3!m~Tt~~~~J~~o~~~~U~~~£~·

~

36 33725
00521 512905

..............................

~~~~~~

r---~------------- - ---------------

Here'S How To Order
Please weave In the following name

Color 0 Red/White/Blue 0 Black/White/Gold
Send this Coupon along with
$7. 95 + $1.00 postage/handlin.g to:

UNISTRAP P.O. BOX 417 OLD GREENWICH, CT 0687
(Please Print)

$795

+ $1.00 postage
and handling

C lty _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.State_ _ _ _ _Zlp
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. Wisconsin residents add 5% sales tax.

..... ~~~~~ ..... ~~~~~~ ..... ~~~~~~~·······

_ __ ____ _ ________ _ _ _________ .. ._ __ a._ .. _

This handy

Save

CampUs
Carry-All

size
Clear eyes

Clear~yes

See SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER
on other side.

Ragli®Pizza Quick®sauce

Name ls permanently
woven directly Into
the strap.

~~~

(In Illinois call
1-800-972-8302)
Ask for SI offer #879204

~

~~~

Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

1·800·621·4800

u

.....

The strong 1112" thick webbed
strap fastens securely, offers
hands-free traveling and
keeps the camera
ready to take that
great shot.
Adjustable length.

7<ADAY

SAVE25~on

~~~

Personalized Camera Strap

~DO~
AT

..... .....

just

$2.99!
Now carry your books, note pads,
pencils, sneakers, sweatshirt and
shorts in a new Campus CarryAll. Just buy any size Clear
eyes and carry off this great
bag for only $2.99 (plus 50Q:
for handling). And be sure to
carry along Clear eyes to
keep your eyes clear, white
and looking great.

35¢
o_nany
®

01003

~----------------------------------

Campus Carry-All Offe

Send $2.99 plus 50~ handling ($3.49 total) for each bag ,
with proof-of-purchase from any Clear eyes eye drops.
Buy as many bags as you wish . Complete details on revers
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
STREET - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

CHY - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ ___

....____

Send me (_ _) Carry-All bags at $3.49 each.
Mail to: Clear eyes Campus Carry-All Offer
P.O. B~x 7714
Mt. Prospect , IL 60056-7714

.

~

AMPUS
COUPONS=SAVINGS
---------------------------------,

Warning: These coupons are coded and serially numbered.
Any misuse can lead to federal prosecution .

DEALER: Redeem this couponfor
a retail customer in accordance
(\J with the terms of this offer. We
will reimburse youface value
plus 8¢ handling charge. Cus(V") tomer must pay tax where it pre(V) vails. The Dannon Company Inc.,
P.O. Box 1703, Clinton, Iowa
C.O 52724. Void where prohibited, li0 censed, taxed or otherwise re·
stricted. CilSh value 1/20th of 1 ¢.
Offer expires 12131185

C..O

t-

Z'
~
256
Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks
500 3rd W., P.O. Box C-34056
Seattle, WA 98124

99972 140463
---------------------------------~

~~~~
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•
SEE OTHER SIDE

..........~---------------------~
....................................................... .
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Its not only the colors you choose,
its how you choose to apply them.

~t~ss ·~

~THAN'"
ADAY

To order call toll-free:

•800•621•4800

Introducing Q-tips®
Cosmetic Applicators.

(In Illinois call 1-800-972-8302)
Ask for TIME offer #T79166

r-----125¢

Or mail to:

I.

TIME
541 North Fairbanks Court
Chicago, Illinois 60611

1

(right)- muddy color!
For fresh true color every time, choose the new Q-tips® I
Cosmetic Applicator. See how the contoured design and I
fuzz-resistant surface make colors glide on (left). Use
once, then toss away. No more mud!
I
Tryyourownapplicatortest.Here'sa25¢ coupon to
I 00521 105106
make it easy!
...__©_·_19_8_4_Ch_e_se_b_ro_u~g_h-_Po_n_d_'s_In_c_.--------------------~-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~
1

See SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER
on other side.
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Al I free from
Campus Coupons
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Check here for a free "Whole Hawaii Catalog"
vacation guide

I
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CATCH ALL THE COLOR & ACTION OF SPORTS.
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special student rate of just 49¢ an issue!
(Si's basic subscription rate is 97¢ an issue.)
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For fast service call this TOLL-FREE number:

1-800-621-4800.
(In llllnols call 1-800-972-8302)
Ask for SI offer # 579204
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See Reverse Side For Details

Or mail this order form in today!
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Yesr Send me

issues of SI at the
incredibly low student rate of 49¢ an issue.
(Minimum order 20, maximum order 104.)

----·saveas¢·--~~;0~-,

I save 74% off the $1 .95 cover price

n any size Clear ~yes

(Si 's basic subscription rate is 97¢ an issue.)

0 Payment enclosed. 0 Bill me later.

RETAILER: As our authorized agent we will pay you 8,. plus lhe face value of
coupon for each coupon you properly accept In connect ion with the retail sale
e product Indicated. Coupons will be honored when presented by retail disutors of our merchandise or associations or clearing houses, approved by us,
ng for and at the sole risk of our retailers . It is FRAUD to present coupons for
mptlon other than as provided herein. Coupon void and forfeited if Invoices
vlng your purchase of sufficient stock to cover coupons are not produced on
uest. or if coupon Is assigned, transferred, sold or reproduced. COUPON
MBURSEMENTS ARE NOT TO BE DEDUCTED FROM ROSS LABORAIES INVOICES. Customer pays any applicable tax . Limit one coupon per
chase (or customer) . Cash redemption value 1/201h of a cent. Mall coupons to :
S LABORATORIES, P.O. Box 7800, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056-7800. This coupon
Ires June 30, 1g55, Valid on any size.
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Here's how to get your

________
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3. Awinner will be selected by arandom drawing and the chance of winning will be determined
by the number of entries received.
4. Winner of the Hawaiian vacation must be 18 years of age or older. Students entering must
be enrolled full time in the college they list on !he entry form.
5. This Sweepstakes is not open to employees and their immediate families of Campus
Coupons Firstours,.their agencies, advertising agency, or lithographers.
6.. Federal, state and local faxes are tha_:sole responsibility of !tie winner. Sweepstakes void
where prohibited or restricted by law. All federal , state and local regulations apply. No purchase
necessary.
The decision of the judges is final.
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C>1984 Ross Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio 43215
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I 2. Mail your entry to: Campus Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 551, Old Greenwich, CT 06870. Only 1 ..,
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1 entry per person. All entries must be received by December 1, 1984.
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the ·entry form.

Name
A
ddress
City

---------------------------------,

-Secure
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rder Your Personalized
Camera Strap Today

1~

25¢

1

Look at what can happen with a used foam applicator

Save

Mr./ Ms.

·.

Address

Apt. No.

City

State

Zip

Name of College or University

r-----------------------------'---'_.;..--..;....____;___;_.;..__. .;. . ,

Campus Carry-All!
• Just purchase any size Clear 'lyes eye drops.
. Send the entire front panel of the Clear eyes package (0.5
r 1.5 oz size) with this completed certificate.
. Enclose a check or money order for $2.99 plus 50~ for
andllng. (total $3.49), for each bag payable to "Clear eyes
ampus Carry-All Offer".
• Mail to: Clear Eyes Campus Carry-All Offer
P.O. Box 7714
Mt. Prospect. IL 60056-7714

Year studies 'end

The basic subscription rate8ood in U.S. only. Where no lerm is indicated the
minimum will be served . rders 1or less than the minimum term are' not
acceptable . If less than the proper amount is sent, the number o1 issues will be
prorated at the per copy rate indicaled . Rate good in U.S. only. Rates include
postage.
Offer expires Dec. 31.1984 .

© 1984 Time Inc.
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Pizza Quickar ------ ----...
auce any style

turns any bread into great tasting pizza
Just spoon on bread, add cheese, and bake.
Great pizza in minutes ... any time.

...

Turns any bread
into pizza.
00521 512905
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